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B I B L I O G R A F I A  
SIDNEY B, BRINCKERHOFF and A. CHAMBERLAIN: Spanish Military Weap- 
ons in Colonial America 1700-1821. Stackpole Books, Harrisburg, 
Pa., 1972, 159 pp., 275 plates, bibliography, technical glossary of 
18th and 19th century, Spanish terms for military weapons and equip- 
ment. Foreword by Harold L. Peterson. 
The director of the Arzzona Historical Society in Tucson in collabora- 
tion with the curator of the same institution has published an interesting 
book about the weapons used by Spanish military forces and colonists 
in the former empire of Spain in North America. The period treated 
only comprises little more than one hundred years, from about 1700 
-the year in which the House of Bourbon of France ascended to the 
Spanish throne-to about 1821, when Spain lost East Florida and its 
important fortress San Marcos, though it still controlled vaste areas of the 
American Continent from West Florida to California and Mexico. I t  
was a complicated period in Europe as well as on the American Conti- 
nent, the islands of the Caribbean Sea, Jamaica, Cuba, Puerto Rico etc. 
The last part of the 17th century had been rather difficult to Spain. 
The Habsburg dynasty ended its days on the Peninsula with the sickly 
Carlos 11. The relations with France and England were variable and 
many little wars with the <tRey Sol), weakened the Peninsula. The Ab- 
solute King of France almost forced Carlos I1 on his deathbed to appoint 
his grand-son, Philippe de Anjou, king of Spain. Under the name of 
Felipe V this prince ascended to the Spanish throne in 1701, followed 
by French and even Italian advisers. By this started the long and bloody 
War of the Spanish Succession, which terminated in 1713 with the peace 
in Utrecht. With this House of Bourbon a new era started for Spain, 
an era characterized by many difficulties-inland and abroad-wars in 
Europe, hard defense and struggles in the oversea world, in order to 
defend the coasts of the North American possessions against French 
expansion and English filibusters, later on helping the future United 
States in their Wars of Independence. From the very first moment of 
the new House on the Spanish throne a strong French influence asserted 
itself on the Peninsula, e.g. on military organization, establishment of a 
formal standing army, types of uniforms, weapons, cannon for field, siege 
and navy. The court was converted to a French court, the long Spanish 
eToledana)> was replaced by the French acourte4p6e.>> Spain entered 
a period in which it indeed had to fight for its <tlibertad>>, its particular 
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and individual civilization against the French influence from the court 
of the ct Rey Sol,,. 
This century marks the zenith of Spanish oversea empire. Spain 
really was the greatest colonial power of the time in regard to areas. No 
doubt it could have been the most wealthy of the European countries if 
its politicians had understood how to make this empire profitable. May- 
be Madre Espaiia in that period suffered too much from its system of 
monopoly, negligence and corruption, as foreign literature frequently 
tells. The mother country with its many internal problems did not care 
sufficiently for prosperity in her colonies. The Spanish oversea popula- 
tion made out a minority, the native Indians and particularly the negroes 
augmented, the mixture of three races contributed to complicate matters 
to the criollos, the native white population of Spanish descent. This 
population often felt a little slighted from the mother country. The 
main reason, however, to  a high degree was due to the political intrigues 
caused from abroad, particularly from the colonial and commercial com- 
petitions between England and France. Spain in this century mainly 
played the part as a man in the European political chess. 
On the North American Continent Spain controlled or possessed 
vaste areas, from Florida to  California and Mexico in the West, all the 
South Western parts, all Central America, Cuba, Jamaica and other is- 
lands of the Caribbean. Many of them were,governed by viceroys as 
special c<virreinatos)>. They were not colonies in modern sense. I n  
total 11 states of modern U.S. beside Puerto Rico can boast of an im- 
portant Spanish inheritance. To the development of the later U.S. and 
to the history of this country the Spanish period was of importance. I t  
signifies an important chapter in the history of the Spanish military 
equipment, the weapons in use, the first introduction of regulation weap- 
ons with their designs and patterns, and the decline of the private speci- 
mens. We find the Spanish regular troops sent from the Peninsula, 
with heavy cavalry, dragoons, infantry, artillery as well as the colonial 
forces, the militias. I t  tells the history of several important fortresses, 
still existing with their equipment of cannon, presidias and little frontier 
posts. In  most North American regions Spain was the first nation to 
arrive, before the Dutch, before the French and the English. From the 
end of 15th century and from 16th and 17th centuries we find a series 
of well-known Spanish names, from the very moment when the Catalan 
or Genovese adventurer Crist6bal Col6n put his feet on the soil of this 
New World, starting his voyage from La R4bita in Huelva in 1492. 
Among the many names we find Ponce de Ledn, who found Florida, 
Hernando de Soto, who crossed Florida and what is now called Georgia 
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found the Pueblo Indians of the later New Mexico, HevnLin CoytPs, who 
had worked with great activity in Mexico, and Nu'iiez de Balboa, who 
was the first to arrive at the Pacific coasts in 1575. But there are many 
other persons who valiently crossed Louisiana, Arizona and California. 
Even when Spain about 1800 ceded parts of its territories in modern 
Tennessee, Alabama or part of Louisiana East of Mississippi, it was still 
the owner of about half part of modern U.S. Spanish troops participated 
in the American Revolution War in various settlements and contributed 
to the victory. Spanish equipment and weapons were used even at a 
later date here. Spanish civilization, customs, style, language etc. put 
its features on many places, not least in California and South West. I t  
may look rather strange that the once so strong grip of Mother Spain 
in this Continent after some blooming centuries suddenly came to an 
end, lost in short time, handed over some territories to  other European 
powers, other parts incorporated in the new nation U.S. Parts of the 
former Spanish empire still feel tied to Mother Spain. 
The reasons why all this got lost are many: among the main reasons 
was the envy which other European countries felt, particularly those 
who endeavoured to acquire colonies, augment their commerce and make 
wealth at the expense of Spain. With the Peace of Utrecht in 1713 
America was in a way ctre-discovered,)> and already here started the dif- 
ficulties for Spain in the New World. The internal complicated political 
situation on the Peninsula itself, provocated from abroad-particularly 
from England and France-was a good help to the enemies. England 
dreamt of making a strong thalassocracy. The Bourbon prince Carlos I11 
had ascended to the throne of Spain in 1759. H e  represented the 
<(Enlightened Despotism)> and was filled with the best intentions to 
bring progress of material character both in the Peninsula and in the 
oversea possessions, where he wanted <cequilibrio americanou. He  was, 
however, defeated in various manners, particularly in the colonies. He 
lost Habana in exchange for West Florida and Manila to the English, 
but recovered them in 1783 thanks to the excellent Beynaydo de Gduez .  
In his time Louisiana, California and Arizona were added to Spain. 
'With the weak kings after 1788, the French Revolution and the Na- 
poleonic period Spain however, lost its importance. In  1821 it had to 
leave or rather sell part of florida to the New Nation, US.  and the 
famous fortress San Marcos became renamed Fort Marion. 
Many books and articles have been written about Spanish politics 
and civilization in the Americas, by Spanish and by foreign authors. 
Literary sources and bibliography can be found in the two excellent 
volumes by Fvancisco Morales Padrdn: Historia de Amkrica, 1-11 (Espasa- 
Calpe, Madrid 1962). But the colonial history told by the military 
found the Pueblo Indians of the later New Mexico, HermIn Cortés, who
had worked with great activity in Mexico, and Ntinez de Balboa, who
was the first to ar ive at the Pacifie coasts in 1575. But there are many
other persons who valiently cros ed Louisiana, Arizona and California.
Even when Spain about 180 ceded parts of its ter itories in modern
Ten es e , Alabama or part of Louisiana East of Mis is ip i, it was still
the owner of about half part of modern U.S. Spanish tro ps participated
in the American Revolution War in various settlements and contributed
to the victory. Spanish equipment and weapons were used even at a
later date here. Spanish civilization, customs, style, language etc. put
its features on many places, not least in California and South West. It
may lo k rather strange that the once so strong grip of Mother Spain
in this Continent after sorne blo ming centuries sud enly came to an
end, lost in short time, handed over sorne ter i tories to other European
powers, other parts incorporated in the new nation U.S. Parts of the
former Spanish empire still fe l tied to Mother Spain.
The reasons why aIl this got lost are many: among the main reasons
was the envy which other European countries felt, particularly those
who endeavoured to acquire colonies, augment their commerce ·and make
wealth at the expense of Spain. With the Peace of Utrecht in 1713
America was in a way «re·discovered,» and already here started the dif·
ficulties for Spain in the New World. The internaI complicated political
situation on the Peninsula itself, provocated from abroa icularly
from England and Fra -was a go d help to the enemies. England
dreamt of making a strong thalas ocracy. The Bourbon prince Carlos I I
had ascended ta the throne of Spain in 1759. He represented the
«Enlighten d Despotism» and was filled with the best intentions to
bring progres of material character both in the Peninsula and in the
oversea pos es ions, where he wanted «equilibrio americano». He was,
however, defeated in various man ers, particularly in the colonies. He
lost Habana in exchange for West Florida and Manila to the English,
but recovered them in 1783 thanks to the excel ent Bernardo de Galvez.
In his time Louisiana, California and Arizona were ad ed to Spain.
With the weak kings after 178 , the French Revolution and the Na·
poleonic period Spain however, lost its importance. In 1821 it had to
leave or rather sell part of Florida to the New Nation, U.S. and the
famous fortres San Marcos became renamed Fort Marion.
Many bo ks and articles have be n writ en about Spanish politics
and civiIization in the Americas, by Spanish and by foreign authors.
Literary sources and bibliography can be found in the two excellent
volumes by Francisco Morales Padr6n: Historia de América, I·II (Espasa·
Calpe, Madrid 1962). But the colonial history told by the military
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forces and the weapons used in Nueva Espaiia has never before been 
written. I t  is a fact that weapons tell history of the nations. So do 
the weapons used by the Spanish soldiers, colonists and natives of North 
America. For the first time such a history of Spanish weapons used in 
North America has been published. The material existing has been 
carefully investigated and explored by persons who are both historians, 
connoisseurs and collectors. The authors have laid down much work 
and many years of investigation discovering material in shape of docu- 
ments and weapons. The last part maybe has been the most difficult: 
to find the weapons. I t  is not a book for those who expect to find 
luxury weapons, but i t  is a book to those who are interested in finding 
true documentation in shape of the plain tools which made history. I t  
gives the early history of some of the regulation weapons of Spain, from 
a period of experimentation and with more or less uniformity in regard 
to patterns and regulations. To collectors this book is most useful. 
With much energy the authors have investigated the important ar- 
chives existing to the history of the Americas, such as the highly impor- 
tant Archivo General de las Indias in Sevilla, the main archive in regard 
to the historv of the Americas with its enormous material of documents. 
regulations, inventories, maps, plans, drawings of Spanish uniforms used 
in the colonies, drawings of cannon, plans of fortresses and the like. 
Further the Archivo General de Simancas was examined as well as Archi- 
vo Nacional and Servicio Histdrico-Militar in Madrid. Much material 
has been digged out from the National Archive in Mexico City, the ar- 
chives of Tucson in Arizona, Library of Congress in Washington, archives 
in Los Angeles and New York. With their staff of he l~ers  the authors 
" 
tried to find as much as possible of weapons, searching for it in American 
museums and not least among private collectors. Indeed, no easy task! 
Quite a lot of weapons have been found in Museo del Ejercito in Madrid, 
not least among fire-arms, pole-arms and cannon. Spanish readers of this 
book will eniov a visit to Museo del EiCrcito. 
> ,  
In spite of a great demand for weapons for defending Spanish terri- 
tories against French expansion and English filibusters or against the 
more or less hostile Indian tribes. the material left is neither numerous. 
nor of exciting quality. Luxury weapons are few and very modest, and 
they mostly comprise some officer's small-swords with hilt of typical 
18th and early 19th centuries shape and decoration. The main part of 
weapons left comprises fire-arms, swords, knives and pole-arms used by 
the regular troops sent from the continent, the militias of the criollos, 
or the more or less private persons from the presidias and frontier posts. 
Weapons for subalterns, rank and file and private persons dominate. 
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Some weapons have been so much repaired or modified through the time 
that the original features have gone lost. Some are old-fashioned, many 
of them not at all up-to-date of 18th century. Some are of Spanish 
workmanshio. others from local American smiths or from the manufac- A ,  
tures established e.g. in Mexico or other places in Nueva Espaiia. Regu- 
lation arms of Spanish patterns were sent from Mother Spain but not in 
sufficient number. Even in Spain herself regulation weapons were not 
uniform, owing to the fact that the workmanship was contracted to vari- 
ous makers, at least in the earlier periods. Though both the Royal Span- 
ish army and the colonial militia were of great importance to an effective 
defense of the colonies, the number of regular troops sent from the Pen- 
insula was not sufficient. Spain needed its soldiers and officers for wars 
in Europe, and it needed money for these wars. The Crown had after- 
hand to depend more and more on the criollos and the mestizos enlisted 
in the regular troops and divided according to racial lines except in vari- 
ous of the ~residial garrisons at the Northern frontiers. Earlv in the 
18th cent& a seriesvof presidias were established along the Gontiers, 
particularly in Texas, and soon after in various other provinces. For 
these frontier posts a lot of regulations were published with design for 
equipment. The mestizo troops were expected not only to fight as 
soldiers but even to settle in the frontier ~ o s t s  and create familv in order 
to populate the scarcely populated regions and thus act as protection 
against French ex~ansion and Indian raids. In  s ~ i t e  of the issued 
U 
regulations it was not easy to get hold of the weapons. There was not 
sufficient import of them from Europe and not sufficient economical 
support. Many of the colonists were unable to procure the necessary 
weapons, and cash was spare among them. 
I t  is interesting to see the problems of the various regions of Nueva 
Espaiia, e.g. the difference in equipment between the main line colonial 
regiments and militia in Mexico, Louisiana or Florida and that of the 
local frontier ~residial forces or bcal ~ r iva t e  colonists. The first Dart 
had regulation fusils: muskets, musketons, carabines, pistols, good sabres 
and rapiers, broad-swords and machetes. The other parts in the far 
West were badly furnished and rather old-fashioned. Newly regulated 
weapons arrived late to these far-away parts and old-fashioned weapons 
for which ~ ieces  for r e ~ a i r  could not be ~rocured belonged to their usual 
equipment: The ctsolhados de cueraw \ad nine footvlong lances and 
leather shields of adarga type, made of oxhide. Their sleeveless jackets 
of leather were good protection against the arrows from the light mount- 
ed Indians. I t  too was difficult to these frontier people of the presidias 
to keep their weapons in good repair. The military armourers in these 
distant posts had no possibilities for procuring spare parts for repair. 
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Weapons shipped from Spain were stored in arsenals of the fortres- 
ses and frontier posts. Existing inventories tell about these weapons 
but they are frequently written in a rather laconic manner so that an 
identification is difficult. The authors have examined many of these 
inventories which tell quite a lot about the situation of armament. The 
various viceroys (virreyes) frequently ordered extra supply as seen in 
the documents but the shipments did not fill the need. Even ammuni- 
tion was spare. I n  spite of all these difficulties the Spanish colonists 
kept on till 1821 when they lost half part of Florida with fort San Marcos. 
Great parts of the Spanish territories in Arizona, California, New Mexico 
and other places remained on Spanish hands until they-by treaty- 
were transferred to other countries. 
Compared with e.g. French and English weapons Spanish pieces are 
few. Many of the Spanish weapons were used till they could serve 
no longer. They often were so much repaired that they completely 
changed. Much was given to Indians. Little by little it disappeared. 
Many weapons ended their days as domestic tools. This was the case 
with numerous good broad-sword blades, which were shortened and 
served as domestic machetes almost UD to Dresent time. 
L L 
In  Spain it  was particularly such manufactures as that of Ripoll, 
which supplied e.g. Mexico and Cuba with fire-arms, or Eibar and Pla- 
cencia in Guip6zcoa which shipped many fire-arms for the possessions. 
The swords came from various factories but after 1761 it was mainly the 
Toledo Arsenal. which made and exoorted side-arms. Cannon ~art icu-  
lady were cast in the Royal ~ r sena l s~o f  Barcelona, Valencia and >evilla, 
but gun-founders had been established in the Spanish possessions already 
long ago, and they 'were to be found in Mexico and various places at the 
Mexican Gulf, in Lima in Per6 and in Manila on the Philippines. 
The first chaoter of the book gives an outline of the historv of the " 
oversea imperial zenith, with its armies, organization, uniforms and 
weapons and with some interesting notes in regard to literature. The 
following chapters treat the weapons in the shape of a detailed descrip- 
tive catalogue with measures, weight, inscriptions and marks as well as 
orovenance. Cha~ te r  2 deals with the fire-arms of various tvDes. Some 
,L 
are Spanish, others are made in the colonies. Dominating are miguelet 
locks and Catalan stocks. There are regulation pieces for infantry and 
for mounted troops and private pieces for civilians such as the fine fowl- 
ing-piece escopeta, ca. 1800, from Eibar, signed by Antonio Guisasola. 
The characteristic S~anish trabuco. a tvoical exDort carabine-blunderbuss 
r ,A 
from Ripoll with brass overlay decoration and Catalan stock was much 
in use on the American frontiers. Among the wall-guns are types used 
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F I G .  l .-Bl~nderbus~ pistol from Ripoll, o f  simple export quality. Usually sold in 
pairs for use in Nueva Espafia. About 1750. (Arizona State Museum, Tucson, U.S.A.). 
made in Spain one finds fire-arms from the various manufactures of Nue- 
va Espaiia, e.g. from Oaxaca in Mexico, one of the main factories in the 
colonies. Among the regulation models is the standart model introduced 
24th of may 1752 with bayonet. The infantry musket of 1752 had 
French lock instead of the miguelet lock, but in 1791 the miguelet was 
re-introduced because the French lock was considered too fragile for the 
FIG.  2.-Ripoll pistol with ball butt and decoration of  iron. The frizzen stamped with 




FIG. l.-Blunderbus pistol from RipoU, of simple export quality. Usually sold in
pairs for use in Nueva Espaiia. About 1750. (Arizona State useu , Tucson, U.S.A.).
ade in Spain one finds fire-arms from the various anufactures of ue-
va Espaf a, e.g. from axaca in exico, one of the ain factories in the
colonies. ong the regulation odels is the standart odel introduced
24th of ay 1752 ith bayonet. The infantry usket of 1752 had
French lock instead o the iguelet lock, but in 1791 the iguelet as
re-introduced because the French lock as considered too fragile for the
FIG. 2 ipoU ist l ith bai bull and decoration of iron. he frizzen st ith
the na e: Suroca. b t 1750. ( il iam Scol ard ol ection, .S. .).
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colonists. This model was known under the name of m. 1752191. 
Among the cavalry pistols are several with stamps and marks of Antonio 
Bustindui of Barcelona, and a fine Madrid specimen by Matias Baeza 
from 1713 with punzones in gold. The majority of Spanish pistols 
had the barrels blued. There are 
blunderbuss pistols from Ripoll 
and various signed pieces from 
Eibar. A short chapter deals with 
the accoutrements such as cart- 
ridge boxes, powder flasks and 
horns. 
Many collectors will be interest- 
ed in chapter 3 with the swords 
and rapiers of the colonial forces. 
The cup-hilted rapiers played an 
important part in Spanish Ameri- 
ca. From Southern Mexico they 
are known, already in 1700, and a 
large number has been found both 
in Mexico and in Cuba. To-day 
they are called Caribbean cup-hilt 
rapiers. Swords with rapier-blades 
were used by infantry, those with 
broad blades by cavalry. Dish-hilt 
hangers were highly popular in co- 
lonial Spain in 17th century and in 
good part of 18th century too. Cup- 
hilt broad-swords, ctespadas an- 
chas,, were found in many places 
in Mexico and South West. Both 
mounted soldiers and private ranch- 
ers used them. ctEspadas anchas)> 
may be considered a special type to 
Spanish North America. Some of 
the machetes with knuckle-guard 
and downward turned single shell 
guard often have blades with en- 
gravings of sun, moon, stars and 
FIG 3.-Dish-hilt hanger, ca. 1700. arm - with - sword. These blades 
Popular in  Nueva Esparia. Hilt of iron were made partly in spain, partly 
and grip of bone. Blade-type common 
in the caribbean and ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ ,  ( ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ ~  in Oaxaca. The inventories from 
State Museum, Tucson, U.S.A.). such fortresses as San Agustin and 
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those of Habana show quite a lot of foot-soldier machetes from 1771. 
The broad-swords of type from about 1650 are the earliest known 
pattern swords for Spanish cavalry, and they were in use unchanged for 
about 150 vears. Manv of them have inscriptions in their blades, and 
in many of the colonial 
specimens the names of var- 
ious Bourbon kings of Spain 
occur. Felipe V introdu- 
ced French patterns for cav- 
alry in Spain in order to 
reorganize the Spanish 
mounted forces. These 
types were adopted in 1703 
and regulated in 1728, more 
or less similar to the usual 
European cavalry swords of 
this period. The blades 
were standardized and made 
in Toledo, but the hilts of- 
ten varied. An early hilt- 
type of pattern for dragoons 
was that of Wallon type, in 
use in other parts of Europe 
too, not least in France, 
from where the Crown took 
the pattern. The officer's 
small-swords were more or 
less private as to character 
and similar to those used in 
Europe, n,ot least in France. 
Among the pole-arms 
are such specimens for of- 
ficers as the fine partisan 
of French type in Metrop. 
Mus., New York, with the 
etched crest of Felipe V and 
the damascened Royal arms 
of Spain, from ca. 1714-46, 
and with the orders of San- 
to Espirito and the Tois6n. 
Several pole-arms from the 
colonies are now seen in 
FIG. 4.-Cup-htlt broadswovd, ca 1700, Hilt of 
iron, grip of horn, and the blade-type known 
from numerous ctespadas anchaw. Common in 
Mexico and America southwest. (Harold L. Peter- 
son Collection, U.S.A.). 
8 9 
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Museo del Ejercito in Madrid. The officers espontons from about 1750 
were used both as weapons and as badges of rank, until they about 1768 
were exchanged with fusils and swords. They were similar to French 
patterns. In 18th century the sergeants wore halberds. Several types 
of blades exist, with many variations of the crescent-shaped blade. 
Lances mostly were used by the presidial soldiers at the Northern 
frontiers. Even as late as in the Mexican War the lancers belonged to 
the most effective soldiers in the service of Mexico. Lance irons were 
the product of local smiths and there is an endless variety of shapes and 
sizes, even pieces with a tang driven into the shaft. Many were made 
in Spain and shipped to the colonies, but they did not by far follow the 
regulation patterns. The standart triangular musket bayonet was intro- 
duced early in 18th century and inscribed in the ordinance of july 12, 
1728. The plug-bayonet or cccuchillo de monte,u in Spain itself used 
into the 19th century, is frequently found in the colonies. There exist 
a great variety of knives with many sizes and shapes. Cutlers from 
Oaxaca made many knives for the soldiers. 
Of particular interest is chapter 6 dealing with cannon, its types, 
sizes, measures, weights, materials, accoutrements, carriages, limbers etc. 
As early as in 1720's tubes were made in Mexico City. Cannon founders 
existed in Lima and Manila. From these two places were shipped much 
cannon for the possessions in America, while much cannon from Mexico 
were shipped for the Peninsula, though the Royal Arsenals in Barcelona, 
Valencia and Sevilla were very active too. Before 1765 the old pattern 
cannon had been produced by independent founders, contracted with the 
State, but the new regulation tubes of 1756 and later came entirely from 
the Royal Arsenals with a special director general de Artilleria e Inge- 
nieria. Bronze and iron tubes for the colonies were bought from Jose' 
Barnola in Barcelona and from Manuel de Anciola de Tagoyaga and Die- 
go Panes in Mexico City in the years between 1760 and 1780, but 
though they belonged to the very best systems existing they were not 
remade as regulation patterns. Old types were melted in the colonies 
far new patterns and copper from Mexico was used for them. A Royal 
Artillery Corps was designated in 1722 but reorganized several times. 
Regular colonial artillerists served the cannon in Florida, Louisiana and 
Mexico but on the Northern frontiers cannon was handled by infantry- 
men and presidial cavalry. Spacish artillery followed France, but only 
to a lesser degree England. The reforms by the French engineer ValliPre 
from 1732 were adopted in Spain in 1743. Changes in France influen- 
ced upon Spanish design. A change in Spanish pattern was ordered in 
1756 by the Crown, but the old style was produced as late as in 1764. 
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The new measurement system adopted was the French foot, together 
with the French pound. At least about 1790 the systems and improve- 
ment by the French engineer Gribeauval came to influence upon Spanish 
cannon as to system, carriages, limbers, tactics etc. The inventories from 
the Spanish fortresses in America give much information about the mix- 
ture of patterns-old and new-and the great variety which existed in 
this part of the world. Iron cannon of English appearance were made 
in Mexico and have survived particularly in California. Carriages were 
made of wood from Central America such as mahogany, cedar, black 
cottonwood and zapadilla. Some carriages for field artillery were paint- 
ed red. Blue-the colour of the Bourbons-was used sometimes for 
field artillery of Gribeauval system after 1790, but most artillery car- 
riages and limbers only were oiled, now and then with coloured metal 
mountings. Designs and plans for cannon, carriages, limbers etc. are 
found in Archivo General de las Indias in Sevilla and give an excellent 
impression of the material. Cannon of various types, many of them 
richly decorated, are still seen in the fortresses of the former Spanish 
~ossessions of America. 
The book terminates with drawings of carriages of the Gribeauval 
design, taken from Tomis de Morlas: Tratado de Artilleria, 1803, a 
pre-Gribeauval mortar-bed of wood and a new Gribeauval type with 
bed-cheeks made of bronze. There is a good list of bibliography with 
documents from the various archives and libraries, books and articles 
from reviews. much of it from reviews issued in America. ~articularlv in 
, A 
former Nueva Espaiia. The last pages are dedicated to a useful list, a 
short technical glossary with Spanish terms for military weapons and 
equipment. I t  is a useful book to all who are interested in the history 
of the old Spanish territories of North America and the early history of 
modern U.S. I t  is a reference book to American militarv historv and 
to Spanish military history from a rather short but ver; complkated 
period and a chapter of the long history of arms of the Iberian peninsula. 
The many illustrations make it useful to collectors of military weapons, 
showing the transitional period from more or less private to regulated 
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PHILIPPE CONTAMINE: Guerre,  tat et Socie'te' a la fzn du Moyen Age. 
Etudes sur les arme'es des rois de France 1337-1494. Paris-La Haye, 
Monton, 1972, XXXVIII + 757 pp. (Civilisations et SocittCs, 24). 
L'A. est, B l'heure actuelle, un des ineilleurs connaisseurs de l'histoire 
militaire fran~aise des XIV' et XV' si&les. Azincourt (1964), L'artillerie 
frangaise a la ueille des guerres d1Italze (1964), La Guevre de Cent Ans 
(1968), etc., suffisent B prouver sa parfaite maitrise de questions souvent 
fort ardues. De plus, assistant B 1'UniversitC de Paris Sorbonne, puis 
professeur B I'Universitt de Nancy, il ne s'est point isolt parmis les livres 
et les papiers, mais a gardC un contact permanent avec le monde extt- 
rieur. 
D'abord, formulons-lui quelques griefs. Lorsqu'il cite des ouvrages, 
1'A. omet, d'une facon systkmatique, de mentionner les maisons d'tdition 
(Picard, Champion, PUF, etc.) et parfois il catalogue certains livres d'une 
manikre dtconcertante. Ces deux entorses aux rPgles catalographiques 
adopttes actuellement pourraient lui &re reprochtes par un bibliographe 
vCtilleux. Puis, une sorte de vernis <(Vie Sectionn, CtalC probablement 
pour faciliter l'approbation.. . et l'impression du livre, ne laisse point 
d'Ctre g@nant et dtpare certaines pages. VoilB, croyons-nous, les seules 
rtserves B faire. 
Les aspects positifs de l'ouvrage sont innombrables. Dam son Avant- 
Propos, l'A. explique comment il a choisi son champ d'investigations par- 
mi les difftrentes directions selon lesquelles I'enqu6te pouvait 6tre con- 
duite. I1 a dQ, faute de moyens pratiques, laisser de c6t6 tout ce qui 
touche l'ttude du mattriel archCologique (sites, constructions, armes, etc.). 
I1 a Ccartt aussi d e s  recherches sur l'art militaire proprement dit, tout 
en reconnaissant volontiers que, comme le montrent, entre autres, les rt-  
centes publications de deux historiens belges, MM. J.-F. Verbruggen et 
Cl. Gaier, non seulement des mises au point, mais encore des travaux 
originaux, demeurent possibles et  souhaitables dans ce domaine plus 
classique. En particulier, I'ttude de la poliorcttique medievale demande- 
rait B etre reprise)>. Nous sommes entierement d'accord avec h i ,  surtout 
avec sa derniPre phrase. Nous vivons sur ce qu'on a dit au siecle dernier 
B ce sujet et il serait grand temps que l'on se rCsolve B prCparer (et 5 
publier) un cccorpus>> des rtcits de si2ges miditvaux les plus marquant. 
Ce <(corpus)>, rdclamC B cor et B cri par M. Htliot depuis des annges, ne 
ferait pas double emploi avec l'ouvrage anglais dCjd existant et il pour- 
rait aiguiller bien des investigations. Une sorte de Mortet-Deschamps de 
la poliorcttique mtdiCvale, voila de quoi tenter tditeurs et auteurs ... 
L'A. dit enfin, s'&re abstenu de traiter, pour le moment, de la guerre 
comme ephtnomtne social, politique, Cconomique, mental, voire artisti- 
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que ou religieux)>. Quelques auteurs on fait des travaux partiels sur cer- 
tains aspects de la question; par example, plusieurs communications prC- 
senties en 1967 h la XV Settimana de Spoltte et il y a lieu d'esperer que 
l'abstention de M. Contamine ne sera que temporaire. 
Ces directions de recherches tcarttes, et encourage par notre regrettt 
maitre Robert Fawtier, 1'A. a voulu <<d7une part, exposer les liens qui 
unissaient la monarchie des Valois aux hommes qu'elle emplo~ait pour 
faire la guerre-etude institutionnelle, et d'autre par examiner ces hom- 
mes eux-m&mes--Ctude sociale)>. 
Les seize chapitres qui forment le livre apparaissent alors distribuCs 
en quatre parties: I )  Les forces militaires de la monarchie fran~aise au 
milieu du XIV" siecle (combattants, recrutement, effectifs et organisation, 
contrble et entretien); 11) L'arme'e de la reconqu&te, 1369-1380 (struc- 
tures, hommes, service du roi et conception de la guerre); 111) De la 
survie B l'effondrement, 1380-1445 (de I'apaisement B I'invasion, dksor- 
dres et mutations au temps du Royaume de Bourges); IV) Les dCbuts de 
l'armke d'Ancien Regime, 1445-1494 (l'armCe du roi de France, le ra- 
vitaillement, les francs-archers, le ban et I'arricreban, les capitaines de 
I'ordonnance, Ctude sociale des gens de guerre de l'ordonnance, la condi- 
tion militaire). Conclusi6n generale. Une sQie d'Annexes donne des listes 
de caoitaines et connitables d'arbaletriers au service du roi de France. de 
capitaines de gens d'armes, de capitaines-gCnbaux de francs-archers, des 
tarifs de gages des gens de guerre, des comptes des trtsoriers des guerres, 
des donnCes sur le niveau de vie. la fortune oersonnelle et l'alimentation 
des gens de guerre, l'armement (Cquipement et monture), l'artillerie B 
feu, les cris de guerre, les drapeaux et les uniformes, etc. Une bonne 
bibliographie, des tables d'illustrations et de cartes, ainsi que de copieux 
index, complttent le volume. 
L'A. a reussi oleinement son mooos. Le recours constant aux docu- 
. . 
ments contemporains etaye solidement les faits allegues. La severe selec- 
tion des temoignages, retenus parmis tous ceux qui nous sont parvenus, 
et une selection analogue des opinions avancees par les Crudits et par les 
historiens prictdents, kvitent d'accabler le lecteur sous le poids d'une 
Crudition dkplacte, dCfaut qui dtpare bien des thPses de doctorat. L'en- 
qu&te embrassant <tune periode relativement vaste, s'ktendant sur plu- 
sieurs ~Cnerationsu oermet d'arriver A des conclusions valables. La cro- 
" 
yance, trts juste, qu'une <<armte, un systeme militaire, sont toujours 
organis&, conps, dirigCs, contre un ou plusieurs adversaires, au moins 
virtuels, qu'il s'agisse de les attaquer ou de s'en defendrep conduit ii 
comparer les armtes du roi de France avec celles de leurs principaux 
antagonistes: I'Angleterre durant la guerre de Cent Am, l'ttat bourgui- 
gnon durant la seconde moitiC du XV" sitcle. La connaissance de l'ht- 
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raldique, de la sigillographie, de la vexillographie, etc.-disciplines gCnC- 
ralement nCgligCes par les historiens-, voilh quelques unes des qualitds 
du livre de M. Contamine. Ces qualitds le rangent parmi les plus intC- 
ressants qu'il nous a Ctt donnC de lire dans ces derniers temps. I1 passion- 
nera, nous en sommes persuadds, nombre de fiddes de GLADIUS et les 
sociologues, trop muvent portds B parler de ce qu'ils ne connaissent que 
d'une faqon imparfaite, feront bien de le mdditer. 
J.-F.  FIN^ 
RAFAEL M. DEMAR~A:  Historia de las arrnas de faego en la Argentina 
(1530-1852). Buenos Aires, Edic. Cabargdn, 1972, 380 pp. e ilustr. 
I1 y a plus d'une vingtaine d'annCes, M. A. M. Salas (Las arrnas de la 
conquista, Buenos Aires, EmecC, 1950, 462 pp.) dtudia d'une facon quasi 
exhaustive l'armement utilise par les Espagnols lors de leur tpopCe en 
Amdrique ainsi que celui oppose par les indiens. M. Salas avait fait un 
large usage de la documentation contemporaine (chroniques, inventai- 
res, etc.) et son ouvrage ne serat point remplace de sit&. Mais il s'arrG- 
tait, naturellement, h la fin de la ConquGte et malgrC diverses dtudes 
partielles-souvent excellentes-il manquait une histoire d'ensemble des 
armes B feu en Argentine allant du XVIe siilcle jusqu'h nos jours. C'est 
donc un grand mCrite de M. Demaria de s'Gtre attaqu6 h un tel sujet. 
Dans l'introduction, 1'A. explique les buts qu'il a poursuivi, se plaint 
-trts justement d'ailleurs-de l'inexistence de classements adCquats dans 
les archives argentines et rappelle ceux qui, prCcCdemment, se sont occu- 
p& de la question d'une facon plus ou moins fragmentaire. L'ttude se 
ddroule alors en onze chapitres, distribuCs en deux parties: I )  L'Cpoque 
coloniale (les armes B feu des conquistadors, la deuxisme moitiC du 
XVIe siecle et le XVIIe, les ressources du Rio de la Plata, les campagnes 
militaires et les luttes de frontisres, la legislation sur les armes en AmC- 
rique espagnole et au Rio de la Plata); 11) De l'indgpendance jusqu'h 
Castros (armement en 1810, fabrication des armes B feu dans les Provin- 
ces Unies, achats d'armes B l'extdrieur, types d'armes fabriqudes h Buenos 
Aires ou achetees B l'extirieur, de 1820 B 1852, ltgislation sur les armes 
entre 1810 et 1852). Un chapitre suplementaire traite de quelques armes 
ayant appartenu B des personnages marquants de l'histoire argentine et, 
dans un appendice, 1'A. transcript un certain nombre de textes d'tpoque. 
Par example: l'acte notari6 de vente (1818) du terrain oh s'installat la 
fabrique de fusils de Buenos Aires, la traduction d'un extrait de Gay 
de Vernon sur les dimensions et le poids des armes A feu, prCsen- 
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t te par Francisco Matheu en 1813 au Supreme Pouvoir Extcutif, etc. 
Une cinquantaine d'illustrations accompagnent I'ouvrage qui, mal- 
heureusement, est dkpourvu d'un index analytique ainsi que d'une biblio- 
graphie gtdrale.  Les rtferences indiquees en bas de page sont, souvent, 
libelltes d'ttrange facon. Certaines expressions pourraient etre reppro- 
chtes B I'A. I1 est dit, par example, qu'un document est reproduit fac- 
similairement (pp. 183, 235, 264, 277) tandis que textuellement aurait 
Ctt le mot B employer, tel qu'il apparait aux pp. 134, 247, 273. Enfin, 
le papier utilise pour l'impression du texte et pour les illustrations est 
assez mauvais, presque egal B celui de ces ouvrages francais d'avant-guerre 
qui exasperaient Des Esseintes, mais ici ce n'est pas la faute de 1'A. ni de 
l'tditeur, c'est une consCquence du <tdesarrollismo)> dont souffre le pays. 
Ces quelques bavures mises Q part, I'ouvrage presente un interet tres 
vif. D'abord, comme nous I'avons dtjB dit, par l'ampleur du sujet traitt. 
Ensuite par le caractere concret de I'expod, caractere qui n'empsche 
point 1'A. d'instrer de savoureuses rtflexions personnelles (pp. 185, 
203-204, 297, etc.). Enfin, par le souci de toujours prouver ses dires: 
]'A., grand collectionneur d'armes, a une connaissance directe de celles-ci 
et, magistrat depuis des annkes, est expert dans l'art de manier les dos- 
siers pour en extraire tout ce qu'ils contiennent. I1 attire I'attention sur 
bien des circonstances peu ou pas connues. Par example: la tentative, 
faite en 1810, d'armer les sergents avec des hallebardes comme jadis 
(p. 161); les resistances soulevtes, au dtbut, par l'implantation de la 
lance comme arme de cavalerie (pp. 175-177); les connaissances prCcises 
que Cervantes-ancien soldat-avait de la terminologie des armes B feu 
(pp. 57, 72-73); l'emploi, parfois deconcertant, de l'anglicisme rifle dans 
les textes d'tpoque (pp. 262-270); les armes dites ade herradura), dont 
le canon etait fait avec de vieux fers-Q-cheval longuement tcrouis par la 
marche de l'animal sur les sols rocailleux d'Espagne (pp. 257, 355). 
Rappebns A ce propos que G. Casella (L'Alpinisme, Paris, Lafitte, 1913, 
pp. 267-268) parle de piolets alpins faits avec de l'acier provenant d'an- 
ciennes limes ou d'autres outils ayant fait leurs preuves. L'A. signale 
aussi un fait curieux: en 1819, aprils les affres du debut, les fusils de 
guerre Ctaient assez nombreux. Or, en 1972, on ne saurait plus en re- 
trouver un seul qui puisse etre identifit avec certitude comme de fabrica- 
tion locale ou import6 dans les premiers temps (pp. 253 et passim). Cela 
est dfi, peut-&re au fait que, comme le signale ]'A., la fabrique de Buenos 
Aires n'avait pas de poincon identificateur. I1 est vrai aussi qu'un grand 
nombre de ces fusils ont dfi rester sur les champs de bataille du Chili et 
du PCrou, ou se perdre dans les luttes civiles qui dtsolilrent le pays 
jusqu'au milieu du XIX" sitcle ainsi que dans les combats contre les in- 
diens. Pourtant.. . , <<Habent sua fatau. 
tée par Francisco Matheu en 1813 au Suprême Pouvoir Exécutif, etc.
Une cinquantaine d'illustrations ac ompagnent l'ouvrage qui, mal-
heureusement, est dépourvu d'un index analytique ainsi que d'une biblio-
graphie générale. Les références indiqué s en bas de page sont, souvent,
libellées d'é range façon. Certaines expres ions pour aient être rep ro-
chées à l'A. Il est dit, par example, qu'un document est reproduit fac-
similairement (p . 183, 235, 264, 27 ) tandis que textuellement aurait
été le mot à employer, tel qu'il ap arait aux p . 134, 247, 273. Enfin,
le papier util sé pour l'impres ion du texte et pour les illustrations est
assez mauvais, presque égal à celui de ces ouvrages français d'avant-guerre
qui exasperaient Des Es eintes, mais ici ce n'est pas la faute de l'A. ni de
l'éditeur, c'est une conséquence du «desarrollismo» dont souffre le pays.
Ces quelques bavures mises à part, l'ouvrage présente un intérêt très
vif. D'abord, comme nous l'avons déjà dit, par l'ampleur du sujet traité.
Ensuite par le caractère concret de l'exposé, caractère qui n'empêche
point l'A. d'insérer de savoureuses réflexions person elles (p . 185,
203-204, 297, etc.) Enfin, par le souci de toujours prouver ses dires:
l'A., grand collection eur d'armes, a une con aissance directe de celles-ci
et, magistrat depuis des an ées, est expert dans l'art de manier les dos-
siers pour en extraire tout ce qu'ils contien ent. Il attire l'attention sur
bien des circonstances peu ou pas con ues. Par example: la tentative,
faite en 1810, d'armer les sergents avec des hallebardes com e jadis
(p. 161); les résistances soulevées, au début, par l'implantation de la
lance comme arme de cavalerie (p . 175-17 ); les con aissances précises
que Cervanté cien solda ait de la terminologie des armes à feu
(p . 57, 72-73); l'emploi, parfois déconcertant, de l'anglicisme rifle dans
les textes d'époque (p . 262-270); les armes dites «de herradura» dont
le canon était fait avec de vieux fers-à-cheval longuement écrouis par la
marche de l'animal sur les sols rocailleux d'Espagne (p . 257, 35 ).
Rap elons à ce propos que G. Casella (L'Alpinisme, Paris, Lafitte, 1913,
p . 267-268) parle de piolets alpins faits avec de l'acier provenant d'an-
cien es limes ou d'autres outils ayant fait leurs preuves. L'A. signale
aussi un fait curieux: en 1819, après les affres du début, les fusils de
guerre étaient assez nombreux. Or, en 1972, on ne saurait plus en re-
trouver un seul qui puis e être identif é avec certitude comme de fabrica-
tion locale ou importé dans les premiers temps (p . 253 et passim). Cela
est dû, peut-être au fait que, com e le signale l'A., la fabrique de Buenos
Aires n'avait pas de poinçon identificateur. Il est vrai aussi qu'un grand
nombre de ces fusils ont dû rester sur les champs de bataille du Chil et
du Pérou, ou se perdre dans les luttes civiles qui désolèrent le pays
jusqu'au mil eu du XIxe siècle ainsi que dans les combats contre les in-
diens. Pourtant ... , «Habent sua fata».
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En conclusion, la lecture de l'ouvrage-novateur h bien des titres- 
serat largement profitable, m&me aux non-initiCs. C'est donc avec impa- 
tience que l'on attend le second volume oh 1'A. Ctudiera la pCriode s'gten- 
dant de la deuxii.me moitiC du XIXe siecle jusqu'aux debuts du X F .  
JANOS K A L M ~ R :  Rkgi magyar fegyverek. Budapest 1971, 430 pages, 
668 figs. List of contents and illustrations in German and English. 
( In  Hungarian.) 
This book by the wellknown Hungarian specialist in history of an- 
cient arms and armour, Dr. JBnos Kalmdr, is an important manual to the 
students of arms history on account of the great material here exposed 
to the reader, particularly in regard to the special Hungarian weapons 
and horse equipment through the periods from the age of the Conquest 
to the 18th century. With its many illustrations it will be most useful 
not only to museums for arms and military history but even to collectors 
of weapons in many countries. Thanks to the German and English lists 
of contents and illustrations it can be used by most persons interested 
in ancient arms and armours. Great part of the illustrations let us see 
weapons from the Magyar National Museum of Budapest as well as from 
museums in various Hungarian towns and collections. Famous Hunga- 
rian specimens from the museums of Vienna as a matter of fact are illu- 
strated too. Further there are famous specimens from Hist. Mus. 
Dresden, Coll. Wilczek auf Kreuzenstein, Top-Kapu Serai in Istambul etc. 
The author treats in special chapters each category of weapons through 
the ages following up their development and history. The book is com- 
posed of five parts, each of these divided in several chapters. The intro- 
duction gives an impression of the Magyar warrior from the days of the 
Conquest up to the husars of 18th century and shows in its illustrations 
the Magyar people as a typical cavalry people. The tomb furniture from 
the days of the Conquest comprises such interesting pieces as the top of 
a peaked helmet, characteristic stirrups, curb-bits, horse-trappings and 
buckles for equestrian equipment, and there exist many interesting war- 
rior's tombs in Hungary with weapons from the early periods. 
Part I deals with weapons for attack and starts with such weapons 
as the maces, not least the characteristic Hungarian types, through the 
centuries. The objects are accompanied by contemporary illustrations 
as a documentation of their use. Among the various interesting types 
there are historical and princely specimens. Various shapes and types 
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of war-axes and throwing hatchets are represented, and there are severaI 
characteristic Magyar war-hammers, e.g. for officers. Particularly inter- 
esting is chapter 3 of this first part, dealing with the side-arms, starting 
with the so-called sabre of Charlemagne, now in Vienna, and the related 
types and shapes from Hungarian necropolises. Among the early Nor- 
man swords there are several specimens with Ulfberth- and Ingelri- 
inscriptions or names similar to Ingelri. Beside the fine sword of Ste- 
phan I ,  the sainted king of Hungary (in Praha), there are fine series of 
Hungarian medieval swords from 11th-15th centuries. Several of the 
swords reproduced once belonged to Hungarian kings and nobles and 
there is the peculiar sword of bishop Kilmin in Vienna beside several 
swords of king Sigismund. The precious papal sword with its scabbard 
and sword-belt was a gift from the Holy Father to king Wladislaus 11. 
The Hungarian coronation sword from about 1500-1550 has a fine 
relative in a sword in Real Armeria in Madrid (of a type probably used 
by the knights of the Calatrava-order.) Interesting is the long row of 
Hungarian broad-swords with their characteristic hilts, the very long 
quillons and the typical langets. Not least the various types and shapes 
of Hungarian sabres with curved blades and cross-hilt are of interest. 
There are some characteristic specimens with fine grips such as the sabre 
of sultan Bajazid and its magyar relatives, e.g. the Hungarian sabres used 
by Ferdinand of Tiro1 for his husar-tournaments. There are many il- 
lustrations of Hungarian sabres with precious scabbards. Further there 
are many regulation sabres for husars. Not least interesting are the 
rapiers with the special types of grip from 16th and 17th centuries and 
the pallasches from 16th and 17th centuries. The precious decoration 
of gay-coloured enamel used, e.g. for hilts and mountings of parade, and 
ceremonial swords and sabres are a Magyar speciality of fine artistic 
character. 
The chapters dealing with the side-arms are of importance to all who 
are interested in the encounter between Occident and Orient and mutual 
influence upon development in Europe. 
In a special chapter are treated the inscriptions from sword blades 
from Ulfberth- and Ingelri types via Genoa, Fringia inscriptions till the 
current inscriptions to be found on many European blades of 16th-18th 
centuries not least from Solingen. Daggers, knives, hunting knives and 
hangers as well as hawking hoods and faulkner's bags have chapters of 
their own. 
Part I1 deals with the missiles, starting with slings, bows (the Turk- 
ish bow), bowcases and quivers, crossbows, e.g. that attributed to king 
Matthias Corvinus, from 1489, quarrels and engraved bolt-heads and 
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fire-arms. Artillery with cannon and mortars, the names and devises in 
Latin and Hungarian, artillery equipment, cannon-balls and grape-shots, 
hand-grenades and petards are enclosed in these chapters. The chapters 
of fire-arms start with the harquebuses from 15th and 16th centuries. 
Several early specimens from Magyar Nat. Mus. in Budapest are repro- 
duced. The whole development of hand-fire-arms is given with illustra- 
tions of the various stages and the types of locks and their characteristics. 
Among the fire-arms there are many interesting specimens of Hungarian 
making and with names of Hungarian makers. Illustrated, amongst 
others, is the rifle dated 1632 of Andreas Bathory and a wheel-lock rifle 
made by David Hacher, gunsmith in Pest from the end of 17th century. 
Gun-makers of Pest are represented even by several air-guns. The same 
chapters contain parts about the accessories such as powder horns, prim- 
ers, cartridge holders, spanners and bullet moulds. A short chapter 
treats Magyar fortresses and their development. 
Part l% in its various chapters giveSAthe development and history of 
the weapons for defense and starts with the contents of an archer's tomb 
from the period of the 13th cent. with fragments of coats of mail and of 
early helmets, followed by e series of coats of mail from 15th century 
and later. There are interesting specimens of coats and coifs of mail 
from Magyar Nat. Mus. as well as several bishop's mantles (in Germany), 
used for husars mostlv from 15th and 16th centuries. Richlv decorated 
is the coat of mail and helmet used by George I1 Rakoczi mahe of silver 
mail and some similar specimens from Transylvania from 17th century. 
The chapter treating Hungarian helmets show many interesting speci- 
mens, and the history can be followed from the peaked shapes from the 
period of the Conquest several with peaks preserved, most of them from 
early tombs. A series of characteristic Hungarian husar helmets of Turk- 
ish style, are reproduced such as e.g. the silver helmet for Ferdinand of 
Tyrol, now in Vienna or some other silver helmets for the same prince 
together with some helmets for husar tournament. Some of the illus- 
trated husar tournament helmets to  be seen belong to the middle of 16th 
century. The characteristic lobster-tail helmets are represented amongst 
others in the s~ecimen which once belonged to Charles of Lothrineen and 
" " 
there are some peculiar Hungarian felt-caps with coats of arms of Hun- 
garian nobility. The pontifical hat with its steel braces and high cross 
on the apex is in Magyar Nat. Mus. It belongs to a late part of 16th 
century. Several fine armours from 16th century are represented, 
e.g. that of king Ludwig I1 as well as,some jousting armours from 15th 
century. Among the lobstered Hungarian husar armours is the speci- 
men which belonged to Istviin Bathorv. It is a half-lobster from 1565 
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d a r  Hungarian husar shields, the tartsche with the high pointed left side. 
Their development can be followed in the specimens illustrated, and 
from contemDorarv wood-cuts. From <<Weisskunim the manner of sus- 
1 ,  " 
pension is documented. Particularly high and pointed are the specimens 
from 16th century. Among the paveses are several of the outstanding 
specimens now in Hist. Mus. der Stadt Wien, such as those with the 
coats of arms of Hungary and Austria, or with the arms of the Hunyadi 
family. Further there is the pavese with the portrait of king Matthias 
(now in Vienna) as well as his funeral shield (Paris). 
I t  is quite natural for a cavalry people that the horse equipment 
makes out an important part of its arms' history. Part IV of the book 
is dedicated to equestrian equipment, to saddles from the high and ele- 
gant Gothic saddles of ivory from 15th century 'to the saddles of the 
emperor Maximilian from shortly before and about 1500 and to the vari- 
ous shapes and types of husar saddles during the centuries. The stirrups 
are represented from the period of the Conquest with many special con- 
structions and shapes and can be followed through the nearest centuries. 
There are some characteristic Magyar stirrups from 15th century and the 
particular stirrup, which belonged to king Ludwig I1 of Hungary from 
the end of the 15th centurv. One can follow the develo~ment of the 
horse-bits with the many details through the periids and there 
are some characteristic Hungarian and Transylvanian gag-bits as well as 
some Oriental bits of special interest. Even the spurs are treated here, 
from 10th to 18th century. 
The last part, the part V, deals with the flags and banners, starting 
with the early Hungarian banner from about 1300 now in Hist. Mus. 
Bern. and wellknown to those who have visited this museum. There 
are several interesting and fine banners, Coronation banner from 1655, 
burial banners etc. The chapter terminates with a husar banner from 
the second half of 18th century. The history of the various banners, 
their mottos and devises, invocations to Virgin Mary, names of kings and 
princes etc. are treated in the text. Each chapter is followed by a list 
of notes with references to the bibliography dealing with these topics. 
I t  is a nice book, useful as a manual and thanks to the German and 
English lists open to investigators, a kind of an Hungarian <(Boeheim>>. 
N,o doubt it will find its way to many libraries and book shelves. May- 
be some readers and investigators, however, would have been grateful 
for a short summary after each chapter or a little longer German and 
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Among recent Hungarian publications about arms and armour we are happy to 
be able to mention the follo~,ving: 
FCRENC CSILLAG: Kardok tort6nelmunkben (Swords zn our History). Budapest 1971, 
142 pages, 409 ill. on 104 plates. 
FERENC TEMESVARY: Muvkszi Fegyverek (Prunkwaffen aus herrschaftlzchen Schatz- 
kammern). Sa'rva'r 1971, 105 pages, 16 plates (German summary) 
EDIT B. THOMAS: Helme, Schtlde, Dolche. Studten uber romzsch-pannontsche Waf f en -  
kunde Budapest 1971, 150 pages, 80 plates. 
LAsz~6 ZOLNAY: Vaddszatok a r6gr Magyarorszdgon (Huntzng tn Hungary of bygone 
Days) Budapest 1971, 272 pages, numerous ill. 
A. N. KIRPICNIKOV: Snaraienie vsadnika i verschogo konja nu Rusi 
I X - X I I I  vv. [Harnachement du cavalier et de la monture en Russie 
aux IX-XII I"  si&cles]. Leningrad 1973, 140 pp., 50 figs., 24 h. t. 
(Archeologia SSSR). 
Preface: Harnachement du cavalier et de la monture en mate'riaux 
arche'ologiques aux IXe-XII I '  si2cles.-Plus de 2.000 objets apparte- 
nant au harnais du cavalier ont CtC trouvCs par hasard, ainsi que dans 
les fouilles de stpultures et de villages. Sur 374 sCpultures aux restes 
du cheval, prises en considtration, I88 ne contenaient pas de harnais; 
donc, i moitii, les resultats des fouilles sont en rapport, B ce qu'il 
parait, avec les temps de paix. Les donnCes de I'archCologie permettent 
de suivre avec certitude une Cvolution technique du harnachement du 
cavalier, A partir, approximativement, de l'annte 900. En ce qui concerne 
l'origine de la cavalerie et son extensi6n initiale, les documents en occu- 
pent la place prtpondkrante, puisque les stpultures au cheval et B son 
harnais nous offrent, assez souvent, un faux tableau de l'ttat des choses 
rCelles. Pour les Ctudes des mattriaux concrets on a utilise des mCthodes, 
traittes dans les trois livraisons c(Drevn6rousskot oroujie,,, publites par 
1'Cdition c<Nauka)> en 1966-1967. 
Chapitre 1: Les mors (Compte tenu de 566 ex.).--L'Cvolution des 
mors en Russie au dtbut du Moyen Age se divise en deux ptriodes. Au 
IXe-Xe si2cles les formes orientales s'utilisent surtout avec les gourmettes 
(psalions-gr.) droites et arquees (types I ,  I", Ib, 11, 111, VI). AU Xe siitcle 
apparaissent dtjB les mors, adopt& par les peuples europtens, par tous 
les slaves (type IV), qui Cvinsent, un siecle apres, les formes initiales 
orientales. Variant la dimension de leurs anneaux, les harnacheurs ont 
conform6 cette construction aux chevaux de 1'Cltvage locale, diffkrents 
de leur caractitre. 
Chapitre 2: La protection de t t te,  la bride.-Les protections de t$te, 
dtcortes de plaques mttalliques, trouvtes sur le territoire de la Russie 
wing:
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de Kiev-18 fois-, reflttent etniquement le personnel melt de l'armte. 
I1 est possible de les rapporter aux Lithuaniens, aux Mourons, aux Scan- 
dinaves, aux Hongrois, aux Petcherkgues. La Russie Mtridionale, la rC- 
gion de steppe situCe sur la mer Noire et la CrimCe, faisait partie d'une 
zone, qui Ctait desservie aux Xe-XIe sitcles par les ateliers de harnacheur 
hautement qualifiCs, profitant de la maestria des artisans urbains des 
peuples stdentaires. A leur travail ont pris part les bijoutiers russes, qui, 
vers l'annte 1000, avaient commenct B crCer, eux aussi, des brides com- 
posCes. A mesure que la cavalerie devienne le genre rCpandu de l'armte, 
B mesure que la barde apparaisse, la bride aux galons mttalliques a 
ctdt la place B la construction sans plaquettes, plus simple et moins 
chPre. 
Chapitre 3: Les sel1es.-La dCcouverte des restes de 30 selles des 
IF-XII I"  siecles en combinaison avec leurs images permettent de re- 
construire cette partie du harnais. Au X' siecle la cavalerie russe emplo- 
yait une selle basse, demi-rembourrte, d'origine orientale. Plus tard, elle 
a CtC remplacee par une selle dure, au pommeau haut et au siege B pente 
douce. I1 est possible, qu'au XIIe siPcle une rtpartition des types de selle 
avait eu lieu: une selle appartenant aux archers, l'autre-aux piquiers. 
Ceux-ci, B l'exemple des chevaliers de 1'Europe Occidentale, pouvaient 
se servir d'une selle B chaise, B un siege bas et au troussequin haut. 
Chapitre 4: Les ttvievs (Compte tenu de 429 pieces retrouvtes).- 
A I'Cpoque oh la cavalerie de Kiev fut crCe, le cavalier prCfCrait les 
Ctriers ICgers et arrondis. Par la suite, les ktriers rgoivent une charge de 
plus en plus lourde et leur grille afin d'@tre plus stable se redresse. 
En conformitt avec cela, les articles du IXe-debut XIe si6cles (types I-IV, 
VI, partiellement V)  se distinguent des secimens des XIIe-XIIIe siitcles 
(types VII-X; en partie, V). Les Ctriers d'une pCriode initiale ont &C 
empruntts par les russes aux voisins nomades et demi-nomades des step- 
pes du Sud et du Sud-Est; h savoir: aux Hongrois (type 11; en partie, I ) ,  
aux Turques et aux PCtchtnPgues (type 111; e*l partie, VII), et B un 
certain dCgrC, aux Khasars, aux Alans, aux Finnois (type VI). Entre 
1000-1100 anntes on utilise les nouvelles constructions des Ctriers (types 
VII-IX), ce qui s'explique par la division de la cavalerie-grosse et ICgPre, 
par la formation de la tactique du combat B la pique, par le chargement 
de la selle, par une plus forte attaque du cavalier pendant la bataille. 
En 1150-1250 anntes on produit en strie les trois constructions prin- 
cipales: B la grille droite, ou bien un peu courbCe et demi-circulaire 
(types VII, VIIa et IX). L'Cvolution des Ctriers russes suivait de plus 
en plus la mode europeenne, mais, en m@me temps, les Ctriers gardaient 
leur nature originale, due B la position gtographique du pays, en route 
de 1'Asie en Europe. 
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Chapitre 5: Les e'perons (588 ex. trouves, y compris 282 intacts).- 
La typologie des eperons se base sur les trois parties constructives: 
crampon, pointe, agrafes. Lorsque on grouppait les piPces, le point de 
depart etait la courbure latdrale de la branche (type general I-V) et sa 
combinaison avec la pointe (types A-K) et les agrafes (types 1-7). L'em- 
ploi rtgulier des eperons en Russie commence du milieu du XIe siPcle. 
En empruntant Z1 1'Europe Occidentale les formes principales des tperons, 
les russes les ont specialist plus tard, en les accommodant B la cavalerie 
lkgPre (type 11) et grosse (type 111). L'E'volution des 6perons atteint le 
point culminant vers 1150-1250 annees, h l'tpoque ob se font connaitre 
les formes raides (type 111), la production en strie, et oh au lieu de 
1'Cperon Z1 pointe, on peut voir un Cperon B rouelle ktoilee. Quant Z1 la 
receptivite et Z1 la diversite des constructions h imiter, les cavaliers russes 
savaient devancer leur sitcle. Nos d6couvertes, Z1 en juger par leur arran- 
gement et leur date, dans quelques cas rendent en 25-50 anntes plus 
ancien le schema habituel de 1'Cvolution des eperons en Europe (pour les 
types 111, IVa et V). Dans Ies villes russes on a trouvt 36 exemplaires 
de l'eperon B rouelle (type V)-les plus anciens en Europe-ils ont ap- 
paru vers 1220-1230 annees. 
Chapitre 6: Les fouets (47 pikces en metal et en OS des manches et 
des pommeaux).--Les manches en metal des fouets, soi-disant ctsonores)>, 
se correspondent aux I F - X I e  siPcles (type I) .  Cette invention de 1'Euro- 
pe Septentrionale se fait voir en Russie h 1'Cpoque des vikings. Aux 
XIIe-XIIIe siitcles, en depit de l'usage des eperons, la popularitt des 
fouets, caracteristiques pour 1'Cquitation cc& la maniere orientale),, ne se 
rCduit pas, ce qui est confirm6 par les decouvertes permanentes des revers 
de leurs manches (types I11 et IV). 
Chapitre 7: Les boucles de sangle, les agvafes d'abot, de licol, Ees 
pinces h brise-glace, les fers h cheval, les e'tril1es.-Ce chapitre examine 
l'origine, la destination, 1'Cvolution et la date de tous les objets 6numCrts 
en t@te du chapitre. On a surtout pr&C attention aux pinces de saison 
Z1 brise-glace, affecttes h l'homme ainsi qu'au cheval, ce qui permet de 
dissiper les erreurs sur la destination des ces objets. 
Conclusion.-Pas plus tard qu'au X' siPcle prit naissance en Russie 
une cavalerie apte au combat, equipte des produits, dont les types ont et6 
empruntCs par les slaves essentiellement aux peuples nomades et demi- 
nomades du Sud et du Sud-Est de la region europeenne de I'URSS. Entre 
1000 et 1100 annees, un assortiment habituel des formes, d'origine 
orientales, est surmonte et des transformations diffgrentes se sont enra- 
cinees. Au XIIe siPcle dans le harnachement du cavalier prtdominent les 
pikes d'une production en strie standardisee, ainsi que les brides com- 
posCes de deux sections, les teriers B la grille droite et arrondie, les 6pe- 
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rons aux branches demi-circulaires et d'une configuration raide. On peut 
mettre B part les objets destinks aux piquiers et aux archers. Vers 
1150-1250 annees apparait la barde et, tout d'abord, la calotte. En tout, 
I'Cvolution du harnachemnt d'un cavalier aux I F - X I I I e  sihcles subit 
beaucoup de transformations, likes avec la naissance de la cavalerie, qui 
est devenue la partie principale de l'armke, avec l'essor, aux XIP-XIIIe 
siecles, de la puissance tquestre, proprement dite. 
EDMON-REN~ LABANDE et BERNADETTE LEPLANT: Rtpevtoire internatio- 
nal des me'die'vistes. Poitiers, Centre d'Etudes Suptrieures de Civili- 
sation MCdiCvale, 1971, 2 vols. (Publications du CESCM, 5 ) .  
Ce Re'pevtoive est le troisitme (ou plut8t le quatrieme) de la sCrie. En 
effet, en 1953, Marie-ThCr2se d'Alverny avec le concours de Mgr. Glo- 
rieux, realisait le fascicule intitult Rkpevtoive des mtdie'vistes d'Euvope 
dont le succPs fut immCdiat car, scientifiquement Ctabli, il Ctait d'une 
grande utilitC pour les chercheurs, pour les bibliothPcaires et pour les 
archivistes. En 1960, le CESCM faisait paraitre le Re'pevtoive des me'dik- 
vistes europe'ens, rtdigC par E. R. Labande avec les conseils de Marie- 
ThCrese d'Alverny, volume qui r e p t  un accueil encore plus ample. Entre 
temps, M. S. Harrison Thompson, professeur B 1'Universitt du Colorado 
(Etats-Unis), se voyant force de renoncer B l'entreprise qu'il menait pa- 
rallelement B celle du Centre, mais portant sur les mCdiCvistes de 1'AmC- 
rique du Nord et du Canada, le CESCM tlargit le champ couvert par 
son recensement et 1965 vit paraitre le Re'pevtoive intevnational des 
me'die'vistes, mis en oeuvre par P. Gallais, par Y. J. Riou et par Berna- 
dette Plumail. L'Cdition 1971 marque de nouveaux progres: 4.803 m& 
ditvistes contre 3.530 en 1965, font l'objet d'une notice. Chacune d'elles 
porte: le nom complet du savant ou de 17Crudit, ses fonctions, son adresse 
personnelle et celle de son bureau, la branche de l'histoire mCdiCvale sur 
laquelle portent ses efforts, la liste des travaux (livres, brochures, me- 
moires, articles de revue, etc.) parus depuis 1964 et celle de ceux qui sont 
actuellement sous presse ou en preparation. 
On peut Cvidemment signaler quelques lacunes, mais elles sont le 
fait des intCress6s eux-meme, non de la rtdaction du Rkpevtoive. Ainsi, 
certains orientalistes ne se considerent pas comme des mCdiCvistes B pro- 
prement parler et n'ont point jug6 utile de faire figurer leur nom. De 
mGme pour d'autres s'interessant aux Indes, au Japon ou aux pays afri- 
cains. Plusieurs mCdi6vistes chevronnts ont nCgligt de rkpondre au ques- 
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en utilisant les seuls renseignements dont ils disposaient. Enfin, ctcertains 
auteurs-une minorit6 heureusement-ont beaucoup compliqu6 la tiche 
par leur mepris pour la machine B Ccrire, leur incroyable indiffCrence 
quant B la precision (de tomaison ou d'annee) concernant les periodiques, 
voire par une fantaisie deconcertante dans le libel16 de leurs propres 
ouvrages, cites de memoire, les titres nous apparaissant tout differents 
lorsque, par chance, nous en pouvions optrer le contr6leo (Avant-Propos, 
D. 2) .  
L -, 
Mais ce ne sont 1B que des bavures, qu'il serait injuste d'attribuer B 
la rtdaction du Repertoire, laquelle s'est vue attelee B une tiche aussi 
difficile qu'ingrate. 
D'autre part, ce volume est le dernier qui paraitra par les soins du 
CESCM. Les raisons qui ont force les autorites du Centre B prendre une 
telle decision sont hautement regrettables mais parfaitement justifiees. 
Si le Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique ou toute autre instance, 
nationale ou internationale, ne se decide pas B apporter une veritable aide 
financitre, le Rkpertoire malgrk son utilite et son audience dans le monde 
savant, malgre tout le travail deja fait, malgrt les dossiers accumulCs, 
cessera sa apparition. Ce qui est dit B la p. 3 de 1'Avant-Propos merite 
que I'on y rtflechisse sirieusement. 
Pour les lecteurs de GLADIUS, ]'inter& du Repertoire est incontesta- 
ble. GrBce aux bons index dont l'ouvrage est pourvu, on peut connaitre 
facilement le nom et l'adresse precis de ceux qui, en divers pays, s'intd 
ressent B la civilisation militaire du Moyen Age, aux armes, B la fortifica- 
tion, etc. Des contacts peuvent ainsi &re aissement etablis et ces contacts 
seront d'une grande valeur car, ainsi que I'affirmait recemment I'Unesco, 
rien, aucune machine electronique ou autre, ne saurait remplacer la per- 
sonne. C'est ce clue savaient de loneue date les archivistes. les bibliothe- 
U 
caires et les chercheurs et ce qu'ils ne cessent de repeter. 
PAUL MARTIN: Avmes et armures, de Charlemagne d Louis X I V .  Paris, 
Bibliothkque des Arts, 1967, 296 p., illus. en noir et en couleurs. 
Aprts une brkve Preface et un chapitre sur Le cuirassement chez les 
Anciens, l'ouvrage se divise en deux parties. Dans la premikre, intitulee 
L'Armure en Europe, sont trait&: les debuts de l'adoubement (VIIIe-X' 
sikles); l'tre de la cotte de mailles et de la cotte d'armes (XIe-XIII" si& 
cles); le haubert renforcC (XIV' sitcle); le harnois blanc plain (XV' 
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sitcle); la cotte armoirite (XIIe-XVI' sitcles); l'armure de la Renaissance 
(XVIC-XVIIe sitcles): le dtclin de l'armure: l'habillement de t&te: l'ar- 
, , 
mure du cheval; les joutes et les tournois; I'armurier et l'artisanat. La 
deuxii.me, Les Armes, se divise en: l'tpte, le ceinturon et la dague; le 
bouclier, l'tcu et la rondache; la selle d'armes et les tperons; la lance, 
la banniere et le pennon; les armes d'hast; les armes de trait (arc et ar- 
b a k e ) ;  la tactique et les armes au combat. Le volume se termine par une 
bonne bibliographie (plus d'une centaine de rubriques) et par un index 
analytique d'objets, d'activitts et  d'optrations oC les pages &illustrations 
sont prtctdtes d'un asttrisque, ce qui est fort utile. 
Nous regrettons de ne pas avoir signalt auparavant aux lecteurs de 
GLADIU~ cet inttressant ouvrage, peut-&tre la couverture en a t t t  la 
cause: celle-ci ne paraisait revetir qu'un simple livre d'enfants quant, en 
rtalitt. il en est tout autrement! En effet. le volume nous semble devoir 
se placer B mi-chemin, entre les ouvrages de Viollet-le-Duc (sptcialement 
les vols. V et V1 de son Dictionnaire du mobilzer) qui ont souvent vieil- 
lis et  ceux de V. Norman, parfois trop tcourtts. L'A. nous donne une 
excellente synthPse, tr ts B jour, des principaux rtsultats obtenus au cours 
de deux sitcles de recherches sur les armes mtditvales et, ce faisant, il 
formule bon nombre de remarques neuves et tire bien des conclusions 
personnelles, ce dont on doit l'en ftliciter. En particulier, il fait de nom- 
breux emprunts i des figurations existantes en Alsace, en Allemagne, en 
Suisse, etc., et il attire l'attention du lecteur fran~ais ur des circonstances 
qui risquaient de lui tchapper. Signalons aussi l 'ern~loi d'un intiressant 
artifice typographique: B la fin des ltgendes des illustrations, I'A, indique 
la page 06 il ttudie cette image, ce qui facilite tnormtment les recherches. 
Bravo! Mais pourquoi n'avoir pas fait aussi l'inverse, c'est-B-dire, indiquer 
dans le texte l'illustration qui s'y rapporte? L'ouvrage est fort bien docu- 
mentt, toutefois, 1'A. omet les indications (livre, chapitre, etc.) qui 
auraient permis de retrouver le passage citt B travers des oeuvres volu- 
mineuses (par exemple, les Chroniques de Froissart). De m6me, 17A. omet 
les cotes des objets dtposts dans les musies et surtout celles des ma- 
nuscrits conservts dans les biblioth6ques. I1 faut songer aux nombreux 
chercheurs ne pouvant se dtplacer personnellement et qui, se trouvant 
dans la necessitt de commander une reproduction photographique peu- 
vent. en indiauant la cote. ~ r tc i se r  l'obiet dtsirt tout en faisant de strieu- 
ses tconomies de temps.. . et d'argent. Une dernitre plainte: 1'A. laisse 
de cBtt tout ce qui se rapporte i la guerre de sieges, pourtant primordiale 
au Moyen Age. Btliers, trtbuchets, balistes, etc., sont passts sous silence 
et force est de s'en tenir encore B ce qu'en avait dit Viollet-le-Duc dans 
son Dictionnaire d'architecture ou au bref rtsumt qu'en fit Enlart dans 
son Manuel d'archkologie. 
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Quelques rares bavures peuvent &re relevies de ci de Ih. Par exemple, 
1'A. affirme (p. 52)  le manque d'une lkgislation prohibant le commerce 
et l'exportation des armes h l'ttranger. Or, Charlemagne en 779, 803, 
805 et 81 1, Charles le Chauve en 864, Henri I1 d'Angleterre en 1181 
(Assise des armes, 5 4 et 8), etc., ont interdit un tel trafic. Nous ne 
serions pas sQrs que, pour prouver qu'un type d'armure itait utilise A un 
moment donnt, il suffise d'invoquer le ttmoignage d'une dalle funtraire 
ou le gisant d'un personnage dtcidt  A cette tpoque et il convient de se 
souvenir des remarques faites h ce sujet par Jean Hubert dans L'Histoire 
et ses mktodes (pp. 1233-1234). 
Mais ce sont 1A de petites chicanes, trop faciles B soulever et ftlici- 
tons plut6t 1'A. de nous avoir donnt un volume aussi utile que bien fait. 
Relaciones histdrico-culturales entre Esparia y Malta, in: crcastillos de 
Espafia),, special number of 1970, Madrid 1971, 78 pages, 64 ill. 
The special number of <{Castillos de Espafia)>, publication of the 
Asociaci6n Espafiola de Amigos de 10s Castillos, is the first publication 
of monographic character issued by the Asociaci6n de Amigos de 10s 
Castillos. I t  originates in the general meeting celebrated by Europa 
Nostra in 1970, in La Valetta, the capital of Malta, in the ancient Seat 
of the Caballeros de Castilla, a marvellous Maltese baroque building 
from the 18th century. Together with the general meeting an exhibi- 
tion was inaugurated treating the Order o f  Malta. As a result of the 
Spanish participation this beautiful publication was issued. It is dedicat- 
ed to Su Alteza Eminentisima Fray Angelo de Mojana di Cologna, Prin- 
cipe y Gran Maestro of this exclusive and well-merited Orden, and to 
His Excellency the Minister o f  Education, Culture and Turism of Malta 
Dr. Paolo Borg Olivier, who has written a felicitation in the Maltese 
language, an Arabic dialect. 
The main part of this book-in total 14 articles-has been written 
by the president of the Asociaci6n de 10s Castillos, D. Gabriel Alomav 
Esteve, who opens his work with a short note about the famous Halcdn 
Maltks, the feudal tribute paid to the Spanish emperor Carlos V for his 
concession of the island to the Knights of St. John. He terminates his 
series of short articles with the fate of this Halcbn, converted in the time 
of Napoleon from a living bird to a dead but precious jewel of gold, a 
distinction of honour. The articles of the author treat the geography 
of Malta with the islands Gozo and Comeno, the history from the partic- 
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ular and very monumental Maltese megalithic buildings and temples of 
prehistoric time, through the ages, the history of the Order of St. John 
of Terusalem. the first constructions of fortifications. the <<Gran Sitiol,. 
wi;h maps of'the situations. (After the successful defekse of Malta against 
the Turks in 1566 Felipe I1 presented the Grand Master La Valetta 
with a precious sword, the hilt of which is of pure gold, profusely ador- 
ned with translucent enamel and precious stones and with its accompany- 
ing dagger. ctEp6e de la Religion>> was its name. This precious suit of 
weapons had its place in the treasury of the church of St. John until 
Napoleon Bonaparte on his way against Egypt removed it and took it to 
France. I t  is now in Musee du Louvre in Paris). 
The fortifications of La Valetta are very monumental as architectur- 
al works, and of great military importance. Around the fortresses 
there are well constructed bastions from 17th and 18th centuries. Be- 
side the fortresses and the harbour the Order of Malta had a navv. com- 
,, 
posed of various types of ships such as galleys, galleons and frigates. 
Further the island had an excellent arsenal. During the 17th century 
Malta was an important nest of corsairs, just as were Messina, Naples 
and other places of the Mediterranean. The navy of Malta had about 
30 corsairs. some of them with ut, to 22 cannons. With the brothers 
Cotoner from Mallorca a splendih period arose in regard to practical 
matters such as improvement of agriculture, introduction of Mallorquin 
architects to construct wind-mills for the grain and the like. Not least 
art and architecture were promoted by the Cotoners. The fortifications 
were enlarged and new fortresses were constructed. With the second 
half of 18th century, however, the decadence came in. Probably the 
first stone to this decline was laid bv the Portumese Grand Master. 
" 
Emmanuel Pinto de Fonseca, a lover of splendour. A more secular air 
blew into the glorious Order. With Napoleon on his way to Egypt the 
fate of Malta was written. The Halc6n was caught by the French Eagle. 
But it is in this part of 18th century that the importance of Malta as a 
naval base in the Mediterranean became the politics of France, England 
and Russia. After the French followed the English. The Order left 
the island and took its seat in Trieste, and in 1834 it went to Rome. 
In  the Palace of the Grand Masters the Armoury of the Order is 
placed. Maybe foundations of these arms-collections to some extent were 
laid by king Henry V111 o f  England, who in 1531 fulfilled a promise 
given in 1526, in the shape of a gift of a ship loaded with cannon of 
bronze to the Order. The collections of the armoury consist to-day in 
more than 5.000 objects, great part of which are Spanish and Italian, 
others French and German and even Turkish, There are armours and 
parts of armours, helmets, shields, swords and rapiers, great part of 
I
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which is Spanish, left-hand daggers, hand-fire-arms, pistols, powder. 
flasks, crossbows, hafted weapons, drums and many other specimens. 
The illustrations in the articles by Alomar give a good impression of 
the numerous weapons and armours placed in the galleries of this palace. 
This armoury was rather negIected until late in the 19th century when it 
was published in a fine catalogue by the British specialist Sir Guy Fvancis 
Laking: <(The Armoury of the Knights of St. John of Jerusalem, now in 
the Palace, Valetta, Malta)>, with many reproductions and an introduction 
about the history of the armoury. The galleries of this precious palace 
further are richly decorated with marvellous paintings and tapestries and 
bear evidence of the cultural quality of the members of this exclusive 
Order. 
D. Armando de Fluvza y Escorsa treats the Spanish Grand Masters 
since the first residence of the Order on Cyprus in the 13th century pas- 
sing over Rhodes until it took its seat on Malta. The castle of Consue- 
gra in the province of Ciudad Real, now in ruins, once was the seat of 
the Grand Priory of Castilla. Los Albergues de 10s Caballeros de la 
Lengua de Arag6n y la Lengua de Castilla en Birgu and in La Valetta 
are described by D. Mario Buhagiav, while the Maltese scholar and 
professor of archaeology and architecture D. Mzchael Ellul treats the 
brothers Cotoner and their importance to the art of Malta. There are 
fine illustrations to the precious architecture treated here. D. Gabriel 
Alomar continues with a short article about Malta in the history and art 
of the Balearian Island and the Order in the Americas. The last article 
gives a mention of the Order of St. John and its work to-day. I t  has 
been written by the Marquks de Sales, D. Antonio del Rosal. 
I t  is a beautiful special number of <tCastilbs de Espaiia)> with excel- 
lent reproductions of fortifications, palaces, paintings and armour galler- 
ies and the theme itself is interesting. 
A. BR. H. 
LEONARDO VILLENA: Glosario de te'rminos castelloldgicos medievales en 
lenguas vominicas, in: ccCastillos de Espaiia),, No. 71 (1971), 
pp. 77-92, 14 line drawings. Alphabetic index and bibliography. 
This glossary, written by an excellent specialist in castellology and 
military architecture, Dr. Leonardo Villena, who has fame in the inter- 
national world of castellologists, is a highly wanted work and a good help 
to investigators and other interested in ancient military architecture. In  
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to this theme, to the development of the terminology, technology and 
art of fortification in the Middle Ages, treating antique and medieval 
literary sources together with the origin and evolution in the Romanic 
languages of the terminology in regard to castellology, poliorcetics, 
engines for sieges etc. and referring to important medieval and early 
Renaissance works. Most of them are written in Latin, but even in 
early Spanish literature do we find terms and names of great importance 
for such a glossary. The literature from 16th century is of no mean 
importance to the development and give much material. Inside the 
evolution in the Romanic languages the Catalan is of a particular interest 
having preserved many of its original terms and at the same time it con- 
stitutes a kind of bridge between e.g. Castillian and Portuguese, influen- 
ced by Arabic, and Provencal and Italian. The author explains why the 
Catalan terms have been placed at the head of each column, followed by 
Castillian, Portuguese, Provengal, Italian, French and Rumanian. At 
last follow the ethymologies and terms in Low Latin. There are refer- 
ences t,o the earliest known appearances in literary documentation, con- 
sulting e.g. Du Cange, followed by antique texts, where it has been 
possible, and as a help to the definition. The intention is to treat the 
ideas of fortifications, the linguistic problems in various languages, their 
ethymologies etc. I t  starts with the fortress, the fortalesa and follows 
up all the details of the fortresses. There is a long and excellent list of 
bibliography, of texts and books dealing with fortification and poliorcetics 
written in Romanic languages until about 1700. From this list of biblio- 
graphy it is easily seen how much interest Spanish and Italian engineers, 
military architects and artillerists took in these matters. At last there is 
an alphabetic list and a bibliography of dictionaries. Much of this litera- 
ture is now to be found in the library of Monasterio de El Escorial. I t  
has been a great work to gather all these terms and follow their way in 
other languages as well as their whole development. The preparation 
of this glossary has been no easy task. To investigators of castellology, 
arms and armour, architects and historians it is a most useful work. I t  
is to be hoped that the author will follow up this work, augment it and 
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F. WILKINSON: Les armes ri feu. Paris, Libr. Larousse, 1972, 159 p. 
- Les armes frangaises h travers les dges. Paris, Stlection du Reader's 
Digest, 1972, 47 p. 
Voici deux petites brochures qui feront les dClices des ndophytes et 
des connaisseurs. itIndocti discant. ..P est un proverbe qui ne cesse d'&tre 
actuel. De plus, elles prouvent qu'en France comme ailleurs on s'intiresse 
chaque jour davantage aux armes B feu anciennes. 
gvidemment, il ne faut pas y chercher de la haute erudition et ne pas 
les comparer, par exemple, B l'ouvrage de J. F. Hayward, mais elles me- 
ritent d'stre lues attentivement. 
Le texte est correct et il n'y a pas de grosses fautes, h notre connais- 
sance du moins. On y trouvera mentionnt l'emploi des <tballes carrCes)> 
(en rtalitd cubiques) pour charger les armes B feu destindes B combattre 
les Infideles, les ctballes rondesu restant rCservCes aux rencontres entre 
Chretiens, ce que bien des sptcialistes ignorent encore aujourd'hui. Le 
style de la brochure publite par SClection aurait eut tout B gagner s'il 
avait Ctt moins cursif, mais c'est lh un dCfaut commun B de nombreux 
ouvrages qui, sous prttexte d'atteindre un plus large public, emploient 
un langage parfois cocasse, parfois argotique et toujours dtplaisant lors- 
qu'il est cttcrit)>. Par contre, le style de la brochure de Wilkinson est bien 
meilleur et ne serais-ce son point de vue fortement anglo-saxon (chose 
comprthensible d'autre part) il n'y aurait rien B redire. Pour les illustra- 
tions, c'est le contraire qui se produit. Dans la brochure de SClection, elles 
sont d'une execution parfaite et l'origine est toujours indiquCe (MusCe 
de I'ArmCe, Collection Wallace, etc.). On peut donc s'y referer avec con- 
fiance. Pour ce qui est de la publication de Wilkinson, la technique de 
reproduction n'est pas si bonne. De plus, les illustrations ayant Cte reali- 
sees par le dessinateur M. Schoebridge, on ne sait jamais si elles sont de 
simples compositions, des reprodutions d'images ou d'objets qu'il a eut 
sous les yeux ou bien des interprgtations de documents d'kpoque. Les 
indications d'origine faissant dtfaut, ces illustrations demeurent fort 
sujettes h caution. Signalons dans la brochure de Stlection, un intCressant 
ctLexique en images), qui aidera B preciser les mots et les idtes aussi bien 
pour l'armure du XVIe si+cle que pour les armes blanches et les armes h 
feu. Pas de bibliographie, sauf dans la brochure de Wilkinson oh une 
courte liste (six numCros) de <(Lectures utilesu, c16t le texte. 
MalgrC ces rtserves et d'autres que l'on pourrait faire, il s'agit l h  de 
deux petits livres que l'on aura plaisir et profit h parcourir et qui se com- 
pletent mutuellement. Comme leur prix est vraiment modique, nous leur 
dCsirons une audience aussi large que possible. 
J.-F.  FIN^ 
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'ABD AL-RAHMAN ZAKY: The Citadel of Salah al-Din in Cairo and the 
Neighbouring Monuments. Cairo 1971, 147 pages, 74 figs., 7 maps, 
bibliography and notes. ( In  Arabic). 
A new book has been published by the Egyptian scholar Dr. Abd 
al-Rahman Zaky in Cairo, dealing with the architecture and history of 
the mighty medieval Citadel, which crowns the Capital of the Nile Val- 
ley. In  five chapters and accompanied by many illustrations the skilled 
expert in Islamic military matters, weapons and history of war takes his 
readers through a most interesting wandering through a multitude of 
buildings such as fortresses, towers, mosques, shrines, palaces and even 
cemeteries with the domed mausolees of the various sultans, all of i t  
either inside the walls of the Citadel or in the nearest neighbourhood and 
in historical and cultural connexion with the Citadel and the persons who 
once moved here and wrote history of Moslem Egypt. Parts of it are 
r,omantic ruins but most of it is well restored. Each of the many depart- 
ments of this group of buildings tell history from the days just before 
the third Crusade, passing through the ages of famous sultans, the periods 
of the Mamluk rulers and down to almost modern time when the famous 
Muhamad Ali Pasha built his monumental Mosque in Turkish style with 
the high slender minarets. By the same time there is a description of the 
military museum, since 1949 installed in the so-called Harem's Palace, 
the Mint, Arsenal, Archives as well as other departments, such as the 
reference library for investigators of ancient Islamic weapons. Chapter 1 
(pp. 15-28) treats in the first ramble, the Salah al-Din Square, with the 
College-Mosques and palaces grouped in this part of the enclosure. 
Chapter 2 (pp. 29-102) treats in second and third ramble the Citadel it- 
self and its various departments, fountains, hospital, domes, pigeon's 
tower, the buildings of the Bahrite Mamluks, the groups from the days 
of the Circassian Mamluks, and descriptions of all this given by European 
travellers of the time. The history in this chapter is followed up during 
the Ottoman and Sulayman time, the days of the French Expedition, 
Muhamad Alis period and later time. In chapter 3 (pp. 103-116) the 
author treats various shrines, domes and minarets, the cemetery of the 
Mamluks, the Mausoleum of Mustafa Kamel, while chapter 4 (pp. 118 
to 128) gives descriptions of the cemeteries in Southern Cairo with sev- 
eral of the famous historical tombs and the domes of the Abbassids. 
Chapter 5 (pp. 129-139) treats various mausoleum-buildings and shrines 
of special architectural interest or historical importance. 
The mighty Citadel, which dominates Cairo, was founded by the 
great sultan Salah al-Din himself, the first ruler of the Ayyubid dynasty. 
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Shirkuh. After the death of the last Fatimid caliph in 1171 he made 
himself sultan and ascended the trone. Though he spent much of his 
life-time with fighting in Syria, Palestine and Mesopotamia, he got time 
for taking up other works of cultural character such as the founding of 
this group of buildings which composed an important part in his defen- 
sive plans in Egypt and Cairo. His arsenal with its contents of artillery 
and other kinds of weapons had fame. His fights against the Crusaders 
in Palestine led to the armistice in 1179. This, however, was broken 
by the Crusaders in 1186 and led to his conquest of Jerusalem in 1187 
after the battle of Hittin near Lake Tiberias. This event caused the 
Occidental knights under leadership of Richard Lionheart of England 
and Philippe-Auguste of France to start the third Crusade. During this 
period the architects in Cairo worked on the Citadel. Salah al-Din, who 
died in 1193, did not get time for seing his monumental work finished. 
I t  was his nephew who in 1207-1208 terminated these series of build- 
ings. Without any doubt it is the most interesting group of historical 
buildings in Cairo telling the history of a long row of sultans during 
many centuries. In  the days of Salah al-Din Cairo consisted in two 
separate parts, the old Cairo or el-Fustat and the Fatimide Cairo, Kahireh, 
now the central part of medieval Cairo. Fertile cultivations and gardens 
lay between the two parts, which Salah al-Din let enclose by one long 
wall. On the hills of Muqattam, the Citadel came to crown the exten- 
sive enclosures and overlooked both the city and the Nile. Inside the 
long wall there were two enclosures connected by a narrow <(neck>,. 
The north-eastern enclosure comprised the military part and thus con- 
stituted the true fortress. The other enclosure comprised the palaces of 
the sultans and their families as well as various departments for govern- 
ment. Over the gate of the imposing Staircase a long inscription in 
Arabic was placed, telling about the work. Great square towers were 
built in the days of the successor of Salah al-Din, while the semicircular 
towers had been the works of the great sultan himself. Four main gates 
led into this group of buildings: that in the south with the Arabic in- 
scription, another to the east, facing towards the Muqattam hills, a third 
gate to the south and a fourth gate leading into the sultan's palaces. 
During the centuries this group of buildings were enlarged, changed, 
rebuilt and utterly fortified. Several of the Mamluk sultans made 
changes keeping up their residence in the Citadel and constructing gar- 
risons for soldiers inside. Various renovations were made in the days of 
the Baybars. A special palace was constructed for the sultan A1 Malik 
al-Said. Ashraf Khalil ibn Qalawun let build the great terrace over- 
looking Gizeh and the Pyramids. About 1313 the construction of the 
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made. The <(striped)> palace was begun in 1314 with alternating layers 
of yellow stones. Later on it was demolished in order to give place for 
a new Mosque and some other buildings, the ruins of which still exist. 
The sultan AI-Nasir Hasan Muhamad let build a palace profusedly 
decorated with ornaments and with golden windows. The famous sultan 
Barquq restored the walls of the Citadel. Several octagonal columns 
with Arabic inscriptions on their sides originate from the constructions 
made by sultan Qaythbay. In the 16th century various alterations as 
well as new buildings were added. In the following centuries still more 
buildings were made or changed. Muhamad 'Ali Pasha to a high degree 
contributed to the revival of the Citadel and let construct the precious 
Mosque with his name, in Turkish style and furnished with great splen- 
dour in its interior. The high slender minarets look out over all Cairo 
and can be seen from all parts of the city. I t  is one of the most beautiful 
buildings of Cairo. This ruler let build more palaces and buildings in- 
side the enclosures such as the Gohara Palace and the Harem's Palace, 
where now the military museum with its archives and reference library 
for investigators are installed. The medieval Mosque of al-Nasir near- 
by, built about 1317, is now restored. I t  is built in a special and 
characteristic style with precious portals. The minarets are covered with 
coloured fayance tiles and furnished with a characteristic cupola. In 
its neighbourhood one finds the famous Joseph's Well, a square shaft, 
about 290 feet deep. This enormous bore in the limestone ground has 
in a depth of about 150 feet a platform for the oxen which once drew 
up the water by means of a paternoster wheel. In earlier days the Cita- 
del got all its water from this deep well. 
The enclosures of the ~ i t a d e f t h u s  comprise the military buildings, 
the fortress with its towers for watch and defense, palaces for the rulers 
and their families, Mosques, Shrines and College-Mosques. Further cem- 
eteries and monuments for rulers and high-rank persons belong to this 
group of historical monuments. To all who are interested in military 
architecture of the Moslem World as well as to Moslem history and 
civilization through the ages it is interesting to  follow the author in his 
book. In this connexion the military museum must not be forgotten. 
I t  is of interest to all arms' students. I t  was inaugurated in 1949 in the 
Harem's Palace and shows in its many departments weapons and art of 
war through almost 5.000 years from the days of the Pharaohs passing 
over the Ptolemies, the Romans, Byzantine period and early and medieval 
Moslem period almost up to modern time. Swords and sabres, fire- 
arms, uniforms, flags, weapons from Sudan, history of fortification can 
be followed here. 
With its many illustrations the book gives a vivid impression of the 
. «striped» 4
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huge Citadel with its many groups of towers and other details of fortifi- 
cations, palaces, Mosques etc. showing the development of military and 
civilian architecture not least from the days of the Crusades and the 
Mamluks. Much work and solid information has been laid down in this 
book by Dr. Zaky. A translation to a European main language would 
be of interest. - 
A. BR. H. 
A. N. KIRPICNIKOV: D r e u n e r u ~ ~ k ~ e  ovuiie [Les armes de la Russie mt- 
dievale], vol. 3. Leningrad 1971, 91 pp., figs., 28 h .  t. (Archaeologia 
SSSR). Les deux premiers volumes sont publies en 1966. 
R E S U M E  
I :  L'ARMURE 
CHAPITRE 1
LES COTTES DE MAILLES ET DES PANSIERES 
(112 exemplaires, pikces entikres et fragments) 
Les slaves orientaux ont emprunte cette manike de protdger le corps 
aux peuples d'Orient ainsi que, et cela surtout, aux Germains. 
D'habitude, les anneaux des cottes de mailles sont alternativement 
soudCs et r i d s .  
Aux XIIe-XIIIe siPcles on voit apparaltre les cottes de mailles unique- 
ment en anneaux soudks et les bas faits de petits anneaux de fer. Alms 
les cottes de mailles deviennent longues B mi-jambe et leurs anneaux- 
aplatis. SimultanCment avec la cotte de mailles ttaient en usage les 
broignes, fabriquees de plaques metalliques. Les plaques de cette sorte, 
approximativement des 26 armures des IF -XI I Ie  sikcles 6taient dkcou- 
vertes dans 18 points gkographiques de la Russie. 
Les plaques s'itaient IiCes par les courroies (lamellar armour). Une 
autre construction consistait de l'armure en Ccailles (scale armour). Au 
XIIIe sikcle surviennent les brigandines, composCes de grandes et lon- 
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CHAPITRE 2
L E S  H E A U M E S  
(37 exemplaires et leurs parties) 
Les heaumes des slaves orientaux remontent aux anciens exemples 
asiatiques. C'est au X' sikcle que se forme un heaume modkles phkro- 
conique et dork, qui demeure longtemps en usage des guerriers feodaux 
(type I ) .  
Les heaumes du combat Ctaient aussi en vogue chez certains voisins 
occidentaux de la Russie. I1 parait, que I'Etat de Kiev etait un des pays 
intermtdiaire, qui fit connaitre aux chevaliers de 1'Europe occidentale le 
heaume conique d'Asie (type I).  Aux XIIe-XIIIe sittcles wnt repandus les 
heaumes des formes communes pour les russes ainsi que pour les noma- 
des. Ce que le poids des armes augmente fait naitre les heaumes aux 
visieres et aux loups. L'affinitk des heaumes russes et  de ceux de 1'Orient 
ktait mise au monde par les particularitks de la tactique du combat i 
cheval et par l'usage du sabre. 
CHAPITRE 3
L E S  B O U C L I E R S  
Les boucliers du X' siilcle (on avait trouvt les restes de 23 exemplai- 
res) etaient de preference ronds, pourvus du lisCrks mCtalliques et d'um- 
bons sphkriques et sphkroconiques. Aux environs de l'an 1000, dans toute 
llEurope, la Russie y comprise, on voit paraitre le boucliers de cavalerie 
de forme d'amande. Vers la fin du XIIe siilcle il se rtduit de dimension, 
perd ses parties mktalliques, et l'on peut en manipuler lors du combat 
d'une manihre active. Dans le deuxikme tiers du XIIIe sii.cle les boucliers 
en forme d'amande se transforment en ceux de forme triangulaire. 
11: L'ENSEMBLE DES ARMES ET DES ARMURES 
ET LEUR UTILISATION 
CHAPITRE 1 
L'ENSEMBLE D'ARMEMENT RUSSE MEDIEVALE 
D'APRES LES MONUMENTS ARCHEOLOGIQUES 
On y confronte l'armement, provenant de 1305 skpulcres et de 100 
cites. Avec cela, on Ctablit le lieu et la destination d'une espkce d'arme 
et les combinaisons simultankes et communes, dans lesquelles on trouve 
CHAPITRE 2
LES HEAUMES
(37 exemplaires et leurs parties)
Les heaumes des slaves orientaux remontent aux anciens exemples
asiatiques. C'est au xe siècle que se forme un heaume modèles phéro-
conique et doré, qui demeure longtemps en usage des guer iers féodaux
(type I).
Les heaumes du combat étaient aus i en vogue chez certains voisins
oc identaux de la Rus ie. Il paraît, que l'État de Kiev était un des pays
intermédiaire, qui fit con aître aux chevaliers de l'Europe oc identale le
heaume conique d'Asie (type I). Aux XI e-XIIIe siècles sont répandus les
heaumes des formes communes pour les rus es ainsi que pour les noma-
des. Ce que le poids des armes augmente fait naître les heaumes aux
visières et aux loups. L'af inité des heaumes rus es et de ceux de l'Orient
était mise au monde par les particularités de la tactique du combat à
cheval et par l'usage du sabre.
CHAPITRE 3
LES BOUCLIERS
Les boucliers du Xe siècle (on avait trouvé les restes de 23 exemplai-
res) étaient de préférence ronds, pourvus du lisérés métalliques et d'um-
bons sphériques et sphéroconiques. Aux environs de l'an 10 , dans toute
l'Europe, la Rus ie y comprise, on voit paraître le boucliers de cavalerie
de forme d'amande. Vers la fin du XI e siècle il se réduit de dimension,
perd ses parties métalliques, et l'on peut en manipuler lors du combat
d'une manière active. Dans le deuxième tiers du XI re siècle les boucliers
en forme d'amande se transforment en ceux de forme triangulaire.
II: L'ENSEMBLE DES ARMES ET DES ARMURES
ET LEUR UTILISATION
CHAPITRE 1
L'ENSEMBLE D'ARMEMENT RUS E MÉDIÉVALE
D'APRÈS LES MONUMENTS ARCHÉOLOGIQUES
On y confronte l'armement, provenant de 1305 sépulcres et de 10
cités. Avec cela, on établit le lieu et la destination d'une espèce d'arme
et les combinaisons simultanées et communes, dans lesquelles on trouve
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les armes diffCrentes. Une analyse des objets munis de pitces de guerre 
permit non seulement de se faire une idCe de I'Cquipement technique des 
troupes, mais aussi de juger jusqu'B quel point la sociitt fut-elle mili- 
CHAPITRE 2 
L'ARMEMENT E T  LES TROUPES AU DEBUT DU MOYEN AGE 
Sont envisagds: le r81e et l'importance de l'infanterie et de la cavalerie 
pendant les diverses ptriodes de l'evolution de la Russie, le temps oh la 
cavalerie est apparue en qualitt des troupes de masse; I'infanterie e t  la 
cavalerie au Nord et au Sud du pays, la rtpartition des troupes selon le 
genre et l'esp6ce de l'armement et leur equipement. Ensuite, on caractkri- 
se I'utilisation des armes aux stades diffdrents de la bataille. et I'on re- 
construit la succession en usage des armes uffensives et, surtout, la 
manikre particulittre de s'en servir. Les arcs et les flkches s'itaient em- 
ploy& quand les troupes Ctant en guerre s'approchaient; les lances -par 
excellence- au moment de la premi2re ruCe dans un ordre rCgulier, ainsi 
que pendant la poursuite; les glaives, les sabres, les haches de guerre, les 
massues, les flCaux d'armes furent mis en oeuvre au combat corps B corps. 
Les Ctapes historiques et les voies de developpement de l'ancienne 
technique militaire russe. 
Aux IF-X '  sikcles, simultanement avec la formation de ]'Etat, une 
rCvolution technique eut lieu, dont la suite fut un rkarmement complet 
des troupes. 
C'est B cette Cpoque que fut crCC l'arsknal militaire de la Russie, qui 
subissait ensuite une modification graduelle. 
Les armes du combat corps B corps, par excellence I'arme perfortante 
et hachCe, deviennent de plus en plus importantes pour I'issue de la 
bataille. A partir du XIe sitcle une valeur de plus en plus grande est 
attachee aux cavaliers arm& de lance, qui etaient en base de la classe 
dirigeante et le noyau de la drougine. 
La technique militaire russe atteignit une puissance extraordinaire B 
la deuxitme moitiC du XIIe-premikre moiti6 du XIIIe  sittcle. Chaque 
dilai de 50 ans fournit un ensemble de nouveautes techniques (lourdes 
lances-Cpieu, crocs B l'arbakte, cottes de mailles en anneaux plats, heau- 
mes B visittre, calottes defensives des chevaux, Cperons B ruelle). 
Une union contraste des moyens du combat de cavalerie et d'infante- 
rie caractkrisait la Russie. Les traits de I'Orient et de l'occident se trou- 
vaient heureusement rCunis en moven du combat de 17Etat de Kiev. ce 
que formait quelque chose d'extraordinaire dans une ambiance eurasienne. 
Aux IF-X" sittcles on pouvait trouver plusieurs traits communs dans 
les armements et dans les proctdes militaires de la Russie et d'autres 
érentes. è
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Etats europtens, B titre d'exemple: la prtpondCrence du combat d'infan- 
terie. A partir du XIe siitcle, on voit apparaitre les distinctions, qui, en ce 
qui concerne la Russie, consistaient en existence d'une infanterie active, 
en emploi en masse de la cavalerie ltgitre et des moyens rapides du com- 
bat B cheval: des sabres, des arcs et des fleches, des massues et  des fltaux 
d'armes. Cependant, encore aux XIP-XIIIe siitcles, en Russie, ainsi qu'en 
Occident, les piques, les tptrons, les armures en anneaux, les boucliers, 
les selles, les arbaktes, les ballistes, la division en dttachements de tacti- 
que les procCdCs du combat aux piques furent les m@mes. 
Pendant la pCriode, oh se formait I'Etat de Kiev, les armuriers et les 
guerriers russes se furent rendus de meilleurs Cchantillons des armes 
ttrangitres. Aux XIe-XIIIe siecles le metier de guerre local devient de 
lui-mCme une source puissante d'influences techniques sur les voisins 
sedentaires et nomades. Les oeuvres des armuriers du pays ptnttritrent 
dans les pays europeens, y exciterent des imitations (par exemple, heau- 
mes, certaines haches de guerre, pointes des fourreaux de glaives). Elles 
furent surtout appreciees et acquises par les nomades. 
L'Ctude de la technique de guerre russe du debut du Moyen Age est 
en quelque sorte, d'une importance europeene, mtsuree (dCterminCe) par 
la contribution qu'avait apportCe la Russie au dCveloppement de la cul- 
ture d'armes. 
États européens, à titre d'exemple: la prépon érence du combat d'infan-
terie. A partir du XIe siècle, on voit ap araître les distinctions, qui, en ce
qui concerne la Rus ie, consistaient en existence d'une infanterie active,
en emploi en mas e de la cavalerie légère et des moyens rapides du com-
bat à cheval: des sabres, des arcs et des flèches, des mas ues et des fléaux
d'armes. Cependant, encore aux XI e·XI Ie siècles, en Rus ie, ainsi qu'en
Oc ident, les piques, les épérons, les armures en an eaux, les boucliers,
les selles, les arbalètes, les baIIistes, la division en dé achements de tacti-
que les procédés du combat aux piques furent les mêmes.
Pendant la période, où se formait l'État de Kiev, les armuriers et les
guer iers rus es se furent rendus de meilleurs échantillons des armes
é rangères. Aux XIe-XII e siècles le métier de guer e local devient de
lui-même une source puis ante d'influences techniques sur les voisins
sédentaires et nomades. Les oeuvres des armuriers du pays pénétrèrent
dans les pays europé ns, y excitèrent des imitations (par exemple, heau-
mes, certaines haches de guer e, pointes des four eaux de glaives). Elles
furent surtout ap récié s et acquises par les nomades.
L'étude de la technique de guer e rus e du début du Moyen Âge est
en quelque sorte, d'une importance europé ne, mésurée (déterminée) par
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